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President Cheek and Vice PrPc:ident Billingsley award Mrs. Frani<ie Freeman 3t this year's Charter Day 
Dinner. ) Photo by Theola 
Students take over Charter Day 
By Pearl Stewart 
Three years 1 ..i ll0wa1 d held 
its lasl open Charter Day cere-
mony in Cr'l:nto.1 Auditorium. 
As formt'r President Jam.~s Na-
brit began co11ferring the annual 
awards, a gr oup of a.:>Oi.11: 120 
students filed onto th•~ stage in 
what was later term~d a "dis-
ruJtion )f the norm~ pro:esse» 
of the University." 
The s tudents, led by Ujamaa 
organization leaders, presented 
Nabrlt with a list of grievances 
that they said had not been satis-
tactorialy responded to in the 
past. After exch'lllging remarks 
with the students, and explain-
ing to the aujien::e, "These are 
the things we have to deal with 
here at Ho-Nard University," Na-
brit adjourned the exercises, 
stat ing that he would co:itinue 
that awards presentation that 
evening at the dinner. 
After Nabrit's departure, the 
students stated on stage, and 
began addressing those who re-
mained in the aujience, despite 
the tact that the public address 
system had been turned off. 
Among the speakers were 
Anthony Gittens and Q, T. Jack-
son, who urged the establishment 
ot a new university, and re-
namP.d Howard The SterlinJ 
Brown University, which would 
"exist specl!ically for the 
wo~ld o:>pressed peoples." 
T students also pointed out. 
th e aluin11: awards that were 
gtvan out for achievement at 
the cer amc..•':'l\es should go to El ack 
persons who had m-ade significant 
and relC'vant contributions to 
their people, such as Sto'cely 
Carmichael and I eRoi Jones. 
The text of the hanj )ills that 
had been ll lstributed during the 
takeove1 \'\·as react. It in1~luded 
the followlng: "T;11~ Howard Unl-
verslty, founded ln 1 R57 is a 
plantation that IJ<..rpC'tuates th•' 
faculty, remove any professor, 
regulate the course of instruc-
tion, and determine what tex't-
bo:>~c'> should be used, rest in 
the Board of Trustees." 
Gittens, the first student on 
the stage later com nented, "l 
asked him (N abrit) for the podium 
311j 'le refused. W 1~ w~re told 
that he would respond to stu-
dent grievances and he dtd·11t. 
T'.at's why we went on the stage. 
We are trying to bring dem-· 
o : r acy and a concern for the 
Black student to How~rd. Many 
people mtghtoojectto :>urtactlcs, 
but I wish they knew how many 
acceptable mothods hav~ oeen 
tried and failed." 
r 
- ' 
' 
' 
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After the Chartel." Day event, 
39 :>f lbe studen~s who had par-
ticipated in the dis tu ri:>ml'!e re-
ceived letters summoning them to 
a judicial hearing. However, oo-
fore any action co·1Id be taken 
against the students, a sit-in was 
held in the Administration Build-
ing for five days, based on the 
demand that the students who 
participated in the Ch'lrter Day 
activity receive complete 
amnesty, along with o~her de-
mands. 
Since then the University of-
ficials have chosen not to have 
Charter Day exerclses on the 
campus. 
March 5, 1971 
. DJ-\Y 
Reps of HU community 
feast. in peace at hote·l 
By Pearl Stewart \ 
Middle-aged men in tuxedoes achievemnnt awards, scheduled 
and dinner jackets, and fashion- as the highlight of the evening, 
able w~ll-graced ladles in the consisted of a series of gen-
latest after-fives attended the erally dry speeches from the 
Charter Day Dinner on Tuesday, achievers. Those awarded were: 
commemorating the 104th anni- Hugh Christopher Banks, for 
versary of the University. psychology, education and com-
Unlike ntany recent ad- munity service; Frankie Muse 
mintstrative efforts, this year's F r eeman, Law and p·1blic ser-
Charter Day re!lected few at- vice; Robert Stewart Jason, 
tempts at "rel~vancy," or in- medicine and public service; 
novatlon. From the filet mignon Benson Doyle Mitchell, banking 
to the Alma Mater (complete and com1n unity service; and 
w!th the waving of som?thlng Geor ge Warren Reed, nuclear 
white), Charter Day 1971 was a chemistry geochemistry, and 
perfect reflection of the old days. community service. 
Noticeably absent, of course, True to its nature as a pro-
was the processional and as- ponent of social change, Howard 
sembly in Cramton, which was awarded persons whose activities 
dispensed 'vith after the notor- qualified them, in the eyes of 
ious incident in 196 8, which led Howard alumni as motivators 
to the Admtnistratio"l Building of social change. Judging from 
takeover (see st ory below). How- their speeches the recipients 
ever, th,se · present this year . cons idered progress to be ed-
managed quite well without the ucation and mild agitation within 
Cr amton affair. Some of the the mainstream ,">f society. 
veterans of the '68 activism were For example, Dr. Banks, who 
actually present at the dinner. aside from being the youngest 
M:.chael Harris, the vocal pres- recipient (he is 41), appeared to 
ident of the Freshman Class in be the most r adical, extolled the 
'68, and curr ent Student Associa- virtues of working within the 
tion President was a guest at the system, stating that the impor-
head , table, and Ewart Brown, tant factors ar e "hope and com-
HUSA President during '67-'68 mltment." . 
was a dinner guest. € Mrs. Freeman, after receiving 
The atmosphere was coolly her award, chose to refer to 
polite--none of the usual alumni current issues. "We Black wo-
outbursts at seeing old friends. men have been involved in Wo-
The presentation of . alumni (Continued on Page 4) 
. . . 
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Stokely to speak 
Stokely Carmichael, noted 
Pan-African leader, will speak 
at Howard on March 12, 8:00 
p,m., in Cramton .Aaditorlum. 
Drama of 
Malcom X 
The Drama Department will 
present El Hajj Ma.Ilk, a play 
about the life of Malcolm X, 
next week beginning Wednesday, 
March 10 an1 continuing through 
Sunday, March 14. The perfor-
mances will be at 8:30p.m. Wed-
nesday through Friday, at 7:30 
and midnight on Saturday, and 
at 3:00 p,m. and 8:30 on S•.L'l-
day. Tickets are $1.50. 
HUSA Meeting 
M·aetings of the Howard Unt-
varslty Student Association take 
place every Monday night at 8:00 
p. m. in Room 105 Locke Hall 
(NB). 
• Nassau trip 
The Senior class ls planning a 
trip to Nassau, Baham:i.s from 
May 24-29. Arr angements are 
being made with trav~l agencies 
for a package deal which will 
include travel and living accomt\-
dations. Those interested are 
asked :o s ign up ln the Office 
of Student Life in the Student 
Center. For further lnform'l-
tion contact Reese Stone 797-
2209. Open t~ the University. 
Summer 
employment 
The Costa! Engineering Re-
search Center ls offering sum-
mer em11loymcnt for How:ird stu-
dents in the fields of physical 
science, architecture and math. 
Deadline is March 13. See Mrs. 
Coward, Financial Aid; Student 
Employment Office, room 221 
Administration Building. 
More iobs 
Jobs are abllable in Cockeys-
ville and New York City with 
Western Electrical for 3 elec-
trical engineers, 4 tnstallors and 
2 office workers. Contact Mrs. 
Coward room 221 Adminlstra-
tion Building. 
Neal lecture 
Andrew F . Brimtner, Black 
governor on the Federal Reserve 
System and expert o:i global 
financial attatrs, wlll forecast the 
economic outlook of his own 
people at a talk March 11. 
Dr. Brimmer is one o! Aln~r­
ica's foremost wielders ofpower 
in money and in credit policies. 
He also is a recognized author-
ity on international financial a!-
falrs, and he has been a bank-
ing advisor to the large African 
state of Sudan. 
Dr. Brimmer's address will 
conclude the first annual Gilbert 
Neal Lecture Series, spo.:isored 
by the Graduate Student Council. 
His talk, to be followed by ques-
tions from the audience, will be 
in the School of Social Work 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. 
design 
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Graduation regulations stated 
1. That the University Worship 
Service be held on the morning 
of Friday, June 4, rather than 
on Sunday morning, May 30. 
Justlfic ation,--This time 
placement of the W?rship Ser-
vice would greatly enhance the 
prospect for attendance by gra-
duates, parents, staff and alumni. 
Further, it would significantly 
shorten the presently stretched-
out calendar span of Commence-
ment week activities . (This pur-
pose would be served also by 
the fact that Monday, May 31, 
is a legal holiday.) 
2. That the site of the Uni-
versity Worship Service be 
changed from Cr amton Auditor-
ium to Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel, 
Justlficatlon.--It is felt that 
the number of persons likely to 
attend would be more suitably 
accommodated in a facility ofthe 
size and appointments of the 
Chapel. 
3. That the Com:nencement Ex-
ercises be held onSaturday,June 
5, at 10:00 A.M. 
Justification.--The proposed 
time is considered preferable 
to Friday afternoon at 5:30, for 
the following reasons : 
a. Avoidance of the end-of-
the-rusiness-day traffic jam as-
sociated with the afternoon hour. 
b. Reduced likelihood of rain 
in the rr.oming than in the after-
noon, documented by Weather 
Bureau data. Also, the tempera-
ture is more likely to be plea-
sant. 
c. Relief from time pressure 
following the Exercises, in such 
matters as graduates' return of • 
costumes; issuance of diplomas; 
and preparation for attending the 
Trustees' Dinner for honorary 
from :-lo. 2 above. 
4. That the University Choir 
or similar group trained under 
the University's formal dis-
cipline for music perform at the 
Commencement Exercises. 
Justification. - -The des i re 
here is to assure a performance 
compatible with the institution's 
annual climaxing demonstration 
of the fruits of its instructional 
programs. 
5. That the honorary degree 
citations be substantially shor-
tened. 
Justification.--It is felt that 
a substantial shortening of the 
citations will add to their impres-
siveness. 
6. That honorary degrees be 
. 
conferred before degrees in 
course. 
· Justification.--Thls should en-
hance the solemnity of these 
presentations, by avoiding the 
audience let-down in interes( 
which follows the award of de-
grees in course. 
7. That, immediately following · 
the University-wide Commence-
ment Exercises (including the 
awarding of degrees by the Pres-
ident), the distribution of 
diplomas take place in the re-
spective schools and colleges. 
Just1!1cation. --TlliS f e at u re 
will : 
a. Eliminate the unmanageable 
swarm experienced when all gra-
duates (now about 11800) descend 
upon one point of issuance. 
b. Make possible a pleasant 
social period for faculty, gra-
duates, and parents. . 
c. Provide availability of 
authentic information for stu-
dents who have questions regard-
ing their diplomas or the ab-
sence of diplomas. 
8. That graduates'• academic 
costumes be returned at the same 
areas where diplomas will be 
distributed. 
Justificatlon.--This arrange-
ment will: 
{1iis business ff survival 
Under the incentives of national survival, the aerospace industry, 
utilizing ad~anced technologies, has developed into a permanent, 
flexible and highly d iversified industry. The need to apply the 
aerospace systems approach to pollution control? mineral explora-
tion, environmental planning, agriculture, forest management. 
desalting of sea water, modern transportation, air transport and 
control has greatly added to this diversification. Since the aero-
space industry is not directly geared to the consumer, its benefits 
are social .. . national survival on one hand ... a better life on 
the other. 
The new Ecosystems endeavor at Grumman is ideally 
suited to the task of giving man greater control over his environ-
ment because of the Life-support Systems experience gained 
from the Lunar Module and undersea submersibles. 
Positioned in tbe forefront of this remarkable industry 
and fed by the ideas emanating from its own advanced planning, 
scientific disciplines and industrial skills, Grumman pushes the 
aerospace art forward in deep .submergence vessels, hy?rofo il 
seacraft, advanced aircraft including business transport, lunar 
landing vehicles and space stations. • 
It's only natural, in a company that lias quintupled in 
size in the last de~ade, that professional and management re-
sponsibilities would proceed apace. Wide Open is the word at 
Grumman, and the message for Engineering, ?.1ath, and Business 
Administration majors. Problem solving is the way of life in 
Engineering, Research, Environmental Management and various 
business oriented areas. 
Can you provide cogent solutions? 
Grumman is situated in Long Island,30 miles from N .Y .C. 
The white sand beaches of the Atlantic are 12 minutes away ·: · 
the famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound, an eleven-mile 
drive •.. five beautiful public golf courses right in Bethpage- 2 
minutes from Grumman. 
Grumman representatives will be on campus 
March 23, 1971 
To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, 
contact your placement office. 
If an on-campus interview is not convenient, send com-
prehensive resume to Mr. R obert E . Yorke, Manager, Employ-
ment Development, Dept. SPM 10. 
GRUMMAN ~(g}@~~~ ©@~oJ~liil@~ 
-.- BETHF>AGE. NEW YORK 11714 
March 5, 1971 
\ 
a, Avoid congestion, by decen-
tralizing the process. 
b. Allow the graduates to re-
tain the costumes for picture 
taking during the social period 
·mentioned in 4-b above. 
9. That there be a recessional. 
Justification. - - A recessional 
should: 
a. Tend to effect a continua-
tion of orderliness during the 
closing portion of the Exercises. 
· b. Facilitat e the graduates' 
passage to their respective 
schools and colleges, for re-
ceiving diplomas and returning 
costumes. 
10. That immediate steps be 
taken to set and observe the dead-
line for submission of formal 
recommendations on the cer-
tification of graduates. 
Justlficatlon,--In the past, ab-
solute chaos has reigned in the 
matter s of getting graduates' 
. names on the printed program 
and having ready a diplpma for 
issuance immediateiy following 
the ceremony, because (1) num..: 
erous recommendations straggle 
1ri after the announced deadline. 
and (2) names appear on gra-
duation recommendations which 
did not appear on the prospective 
graduates list submitted months 
earlier. · 
;, 
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Tourney time in N.C. 
by Estrelda Epps 
with 'dorm 
about drugs 
. Harris meets 
.presidents 
' 
"Wasn't nothin but a party" 
in Greensboro North Caro!ina 
last weekend as the 26th annual 
CIAA Basketball Tournament 
came to town. The city, which 
was~ described l)y some .aennett 
College co-eds as "aplacewhere 
there usually isn't much to do," 
was literally jumping. Every hot-
el and motel in Greensboro and 
nearby towns was filled to cap-
acity and reservations had been 
made months in adavance. 
The Tournament, which cost 
$4.50 a game to attend, or $11 
for students who bought three 
game books in advance; drew re-
cord crowds. The final games 
saw a crowd of 13,881 and 
there was a three day record 
of ovar 41,881 CIAA !ans. 
The fans were mostly students 
from the nearby North Carolina 
colleges, but they w~re gener-
ously sprinkled with students 
from other colleges, older people 
returning to see their alma mat-
ers play, and 300 underprivUeges 
High Point N. C. kids who had been 
given free tickets by the High 
Point City Council. 
The Tournament was in some 
ways reminiscent of Howard bas-
ketball games and Homecoming. 
There was the usual parad·~ of 
fashions, including womnn in hot 
pants, knickers and gauchos and 
men in jumpsuits, leathers, and 
big hats. "Bui:!" remarked one 
Bennett co-ed, "this year's game 
is much better than last year's 
because it's less of a fashion 
show." There was a man there 
from Norfolk State with a trom-
bone who kept the games jumping 
much like Howard's band keeps 
our fans jumping, during basket-
ball games. 
Another element that remt.nded 
one of Howard's games w::is the 
singing of the Black national an-
them. With ralsed right fists the 
crowd sang the anthem in tones 
much clearer and louder than 
any ever heard at Howard. At 
each game, after the Black na-
tional anthem was sung, the 
American national anthem was 
played. It was never received 
as well, for although the major-
ity of the audience stood, all those 
standing did not sing it, and 
fUlly one-fourth of the audience 
remained seated and did not re-
spond at all. 
Before a."ld after each game 
there were parties everywhere. 
There were house parties, hotel 
and motel parties and ·'!ampilS 
HUSA taxes Project 
by Evita Paschall 
11 HUSA has a budget d·~ficit 
of $18,406.04", stated Sam Wal-
l ace, HUSA's treasurer, in 
HUSA's .:vlonjay evening meet-
ing. Wallace revealed to HUSA 
that Mrs. Franklin, the Wliver-
sity's accountant told ·um that 
his last budget repo:i: was wrong 
and HUSA has a budget deficit. 
According to Wallace, the rea-
son for the budget deficit is 
partly his mistake and due to 
service charges that w,:ire not 
accounted ln his books, but bud-
get deficit, HUSA !'las allocated 
more mnney than it has in its 
budget. Wallace contended that 
at the end of April ttiere will 
no money in the budget if HUSA 
continued to operate on deficit. 
Sam lnade proposals to HUSA 
that money be taken from the 
D.C. Project made a budget pro-
grams: 
HUSA closed the Public Rela-
tions phase of the D.C. Project 
because of its inefficiency, The 
chalrman of Public Relations at-
tributed one cause of the inef-
ficiency was The HILLTOP'S 
negative attitude toward HUSA 
and its lack of publicity for the 
D.C. Project. The Drug Program, 
aiso, attributed the failure of 
Drug Week to poor coverage 
HILLTOP. lilLLTOP editor~ 
Pearl Stewart, rebutted both 
charges and stated that The 
HILL TOP had asked for news 
releases concerning the D,C. 
Project from P:ibllc Relations 
and got none, and that she re-
ceived no information co:icern-
ing Drug Week. 
The Judo and Drill Team ·Has 
allocated $1200 for funds for 
trips and th.e tournam1~nt. The 
community Intern 
Drug Program 
Public Relations 
Legal Research 
Southeast Project 
Project SEP 
Budget Balance 
$18,995,00 
$16,502.05 
Deduction 
$4,145,00 
$5, 787,0oj 
$2,817.23 $ 3,817.53 
$ 6,537.50 
$11,883,67 
$18,441. 77 
Alter deduction new d1eficit-
$5,657, 76 ' 
HUSA decided that not only 
would money be deducted from 
Public Relations, but that the 
complete program he closed. Ac-
cording to John Holton, LASC 
president, HUSA does no~ need 
a public relations component to 
have public relatlo.:ts, Each com-
mittee will have its own public 
relations and draw from the fUnds 
left in tha Public Relations ac-
count. 
None 
None 
None 
money will be 'taken from the 
deducted fUnds from the D. c. 
Project for the deficit, 
Ron Anderson requested HUSA 
FUNUS to establish a closed-
circuit television system t)Ver 
the entire campus. Anderson's 
the request was tabled because 
<;>f budget deficit. 
Michael Harris remt.nded 
HUSA that 1f the budget deficit 
is not met, HUSA's next budget 
will absorb it. 
Stokely, Farakan scheduled 
to appear next. week 
Stokely Carmichael, noted Pan 
African scholar and a Howard 
alumnus, and Minister Lcuis Farakan, 
of the Nation of Islam will address 
Howard audiences next week , as 
guests of Project Awareness. 
Farakan, who is appearing for the 
second time this academic year, will 
speak Wednesday evening, March 10, 
and Stok ely will speak Friria~" Both 
events will be held at 8 :00 p.m. in 
.Cramton Auditorium. 
Both speakers are Howard 
favorites , and both should to be 
inspirational and unusual. 
In addition, Andrew Brimmer, 
Black member of the Federal Reserve 
Board will lecture Thursday in the 
School of Social Work Auditorium at 
8:00 p.m. as a guest of the Gilbert 
Neal Lecture Series. 
parties. There were dances, ca-
baretts, and fraternity and soro-
rity parties. But there seemed to 
more people than parties, the 
streets were fUll of people look-
ing for them and thereweretraf-
fic jams for blocks, One street 
looked like a scene from Gang-
busters as cars stopped with their 
headlights blazing and people 
swarmmed from them looking 
for parties. 
The low point of an otherwise jubllant weekend came when one 
' of the players on the North Caro-
lina A&T learn was knocked out 
going up against a Norfolk State 
player for the ball. For that mom-
ent, the crowd w:is silent and 
there was a strong feeling of 
unity as everyone in the Coliseum 
hoped anxiously that he would get 
up. This concern carried over 
after the game and at many par-
ties the question could be heard, 
"How ls the guy from A&T. Is he 
any better?" 
On Sunday morning there was 
mass contusion as thousands of 
cars · poured out of Greensboro 
leaving it again a dead town 
until the next A&T homecoming 
which ls sald to be the only other 
time that the town comes alive. 
b y Suzanne Cooke 
HUSA President Michael Har- According to Mike Harris, Ho-
ris recently met with dormitory ward is the scene of a new 
id t t di th "drug culture" that has expanded pres en s 0 scuss e pro- ~reatly in the past three years. · • 
bl em of the increasing drug traf- Harris sald that he saw hard 
fie and usage in the dormitories. drugs and pills as the root of 
Also present at the meeting 
were Deans Edna Calhoun and 
Austin Lane, 
The purpose of the meeting was 
to determine how widespread the 
drug problem ls on the cam-
pus and to propose possible solu-
tions. 
Much of the meeting was de-
voted to discussion of the seriou-
ness of various drug- related pro-
blems in the d·)rms, 
Lehamn Hardiso!l, president 
of Drew Hall, reported several 
armed robberies in Drew during 
the past semester. However, it 
was pointed out that a larger 
num;:.1r had occurred in Cook 
Hall and that a more acute pro-
blem existed there. 
Steve Vaughn, chaJ.rman of the 
Drug Education and Research 
Project, added that "something 
must be done now to stop atroci-
. ties in the dorms." 
, 
the problem. "In my o;>inion, 
pills have really become a pro-
blem amon~ coeds--some don't 
even realize that a "Jones" can 
be developed with pills.'' 
Dean Calhoun pointed out that 
in case of a "bust" by the 
Metropolitan Police, it was very 
likely that neither the students 
or the Administration would know 
beforehand. She denied the fact 
that it's University policy to have 
police informers on campus but 
added that the Police Depart-
ment ls not obligated to inform 
the University beforehand m the 
event of a "bust", Joaquin Wllils, 
president of Slowe Hall, 
suggested that the University re-
quest the aid of Col. Rafiq and 
the Black Man's Development 
Center 1n removing the blight 
of drug traffic and usage from 
the campus. 
Despite the lengthy discussion, 
this was, unfortunately, the only"' 
workable proposal that resulted 
from the hour and a half meet-
ing. 
I 
.... _ 
.. 
• 
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--- ---
---
Matt McGill explains technical aspects of proposed closed circuit set-up. Due to the budget deficit, the 
project has not received funds. 
• 
Muslims observe Saviour's Day 
To an estimated 150 ,ooo Black 
people in America, February 26 
marks perhaps the most wel-
comtid, historically significant, 
and religiously important day 
in their lives. 
For February 26 is the 
Saviour's Day of the N atlon of 
Islam. The day which the de-
voted followers of the Honor-
able Elijah Muhammad officially 
observe as the coming of "Mas-
ter W. Fard M11hammad, whom 
they term "The long-awaited 
·~1 essiah' of the Christians and 
the 'Mahdi' of the Muslims." 
Wallace Fard Muhammad lald 
the foundation and then through 
the work of Elijah Muhammad 
established an organization which 
was exceeded only by the Uni-
versial Negro Improvement As-
sociation of the late Marcus 
Garvey for mass appeal and the 
electrification of the conscious-
ness's of Black people in Amer-
ica. 
But who or what was this man 
or deity called variously W. D 
Fard, Wali Farrad, Professor 
Ford, F. Mohammad A!i, and 
Farrad Mohammad? 
Well, for one thing he was a 
mystery, Tile saviour and foun-
der of the Black Muslims ap-
by Robert "The Black" Taylor 
peared very mys\eriously as an 
Arab peddler in the Black com-
mWlity of Detroit, Michigan on 
a hot mid-summer day in 1930. 
He came teachin·g and preach-
ing to them of his experiences 
1n various countries _.throughout 
the world, he quoted from a 
book largely unknown to Blacks 
in America at that time, The 
Holy Quran, saying that Islam 
was the true religion of the 
"Aslactic'' Blackman, and he 
admonished the poor, recently 
from-the-South-Black residents 
of Detroit against certain activi-
ties and against eating certain 
foods, 
Fard, acco1 Jing to c . ., Eric 
Lincoln, who did an extensive 
study on Black Muslims in Amer-
ica, called him:;elf the supreme 
ruler of the universe and des-
cribed his purpose as having 
been sent to to wake up "the 
so-called Negro in America to 
the fUll range of the Black man's 
possibilities." 
Others have advanced theories 
as to who or what W.D. Fard 
was. One is that he was from 
the West Indian islandofJamalca 
and acquired his Islamic teach-
ings from his father who was 
a Syrian Moslem. Another group 
of thought holds that he was a 
Palestinian Arab who had been 
active in various racial agita-
tion campaigns in such diverse 
parts of the world as India, South 
Afr ica, and London. • .. 
But the Nation of Islam ~~n­
erally denies o:- simply do not 
accept these ideas. In his boo~<, 
Message To The Black Man In 
America, Elijah Muhammad 
covers the whole question by 
simply asserting, ' 1 Allah camf: 
to us from the Holy City Mecca, 
Arabia, · in 1930. He used the 
name Wallace D. Fard, .•. " 
'< 
. 
"I asked him, ·w~o are yo'J, 
and what is your real name? 
'He sald, ' I am the one that 
th~ world has · been expecting 
for the past 2,000 years. My 
name is Mahdi; I am :}od, I 
came to guide you into the right . 
path that you may be success-
ful and see the hereafter.' " 
Another one of Fard's early 
converts, who W!l.S interviewed 
by Lincoln, recal)ed that on one 
occasion Fard said, 11 Myname.is 
W. D. Fard, and I come from the 
Holy City Ot Mecca. More about 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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The .continental gap: African. vs. Afro - American 
J 
' 
The story of the Black man 
in tbls odd world of ours bas 
been a sad one indeed. What he 
has passed through ls tremen-
do:is. He ls late today. What he 
now bas to do to trail on, meet 
up and even surpass those who 
started out earlier ls enormous. 
He is therefore in a big and at 
times uncalculated hurry. He is 
confllsed, even dazzled. His mis-
takes are always too obvious and 
apparent. 
His early masters taught him 
only to take. Till this day, he 
has not learned to give. He ls 
still taking. 
· Today, he is gradually losing 
all he ever had for the "Agbada', 
the 'Keute' and the Sokoto'. His 
mode of dancing, his drumsi if 
anything, are barbaric, primi-
tive and animallstic. If he be-
lieved and dared try to apply the 
science he developed, he was 
im!llediately cast away as 
superstitious. It ls true he heard · 
it told of how soma of his grand-
parents could n y and suspend 
in space. But all these were not 
perserved because in the eyes 
of the early pastors, who were 
even' worshipped as demi-gods 
by the local people, they were 
superstitions. Perhaps the Black 
man could have had much to con-
tribute to mankind today in the 
areas of Medical Science and 
Spa.:e. Poor pastor, he could not 
understand! 
The Black man was r aised to 
believe that those who came out 
primarily to plunder, exploit, 
and subjegate him were super-
human beings. They were models. 
So he imitated all he saw and 
·0ught to have their traits. 
Foreign literature, foreign 
history, foreign direction and 
guidance, foreign soceital norms 
·were all too be sought. He did 
ndt have to do any thinking, any 
planning, any creative work. 
others just had to :lo all this • 
• 
"IN A BLACK 
COLLEGE" 
All that concerned him was to 
follow. Let them show the light 
and we will follow! Let them 
write the books and we will read 
and teach our own children! Let 
them bring the job and we will 
taket Let them set the propa-
ganda machinery going and we 
will all like a herd of sheep 
be affected! 
In other ·parts of the world, 
he shampooed his hair and prayed 
and worked that the color of this 
skin be miraculously changed. 
He challenged even those of his 
own breed who dared associate 
him with the Black world. It be-
came a curse to be blackly pig-
mented - 'you nigger', 'you black 
monkey'! 1 
All he saw in movies was the 
particular not the general - some 
slum area with underprivlledged 
people - local residents of a 
very underdeveloped country -
side of a coantry. But it ls all 
too well-known that situations 
like these exist everywhere. In 
the dallies and magazines he 
was not to read about anything 
other than massacres and tribal 
feuds. But there are disagree-
ments, murders and conflicts 
elsewhere, it could b0 the 
coloured word 'assasination' or 
perhaps 'murder'. All a Black 
man who takes charge of the 
fort at home is to know about 
a fellow Black man in other 
parts of the world is that he 
ls violent, mischievous, unintel-
ligent, unwilling to struggle along 
with rest and incapable of any 
decent behavior. 
. 
This ls the problem of the 
Black man anywere he is in the 
world today. This ls where the 
crux of the matter of Black 
liberation lies. Bu~ for how long 
will this seemingly perenial 
situation continue. As emotional, 
as intolerant of half-measures, 
as imr1aUent as som·~ of us are, 
I 
I 
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By Cele!;tlne Umo.Baney 
may we ask again, for how long 
will brother misunderstand 
brother. As an ind1vldual I can-
not imagine myself feeling 
strange or different to some-
o.:ie who might well have been 
my fiftieth cousin. For how long 
will an African . tribesman de-
pend on a prejudiced document 
to know anything about his neigh-
boring tribe or country. Wilen 
will the Black man be llberated? 
When will Black know Black 
through Black? . 
Having identified our problem, 
our task now lies, not in laying 
a blame for the past but in chart-
ing a co:irse for the future. We 
can build our own new world 
too. It is never too late to do 
so. our forebears who did not 
have the opportunities we now 
have will not forgive us in their 
graves lf we allow the enormity 
of our problems to discourage 
and frustrate anci defect us. We 
have to face the challenge and 
face 1t we must. If we must 
survive and we must survive, 
if we must overcome and we must 
overcome, lf the sufferings of 
those who came before us, many 
of whom lived and died without 
tasting the sweet air of freedom, 
must not have been in vain, i! 
the dlgnlty which man's crea-
tor bestowed on him must be 
restored, we must, all of us, 
be prepared to stop talking and 
take action to undo what we 
now recognize as an obvious 
wrong. These undesirable pro-
cesses which have so affected 
us were set up by men at times 
consciously, at times un-
consciously: They can also be 
completely eradicated by men. 
And we do have the opportunity 
to set up our own processes, 
this time with a conscious and 
determlne<l effort. We are also 
men. We will lie in the ·harbo:ir 
no more. our boat will sail, 
we will all begin the jo:irney 
to our new world with a firm 
resolve to face its joys as well 
as its hazards until we arrive 
at our new destination. 
We shall write our own books. 
We shall make our dallies as 
well as our magazines effective ., 
1n those areas that we know will . 
give all of us the time perspec-
tive of what we really are, of 
the things which make us one, 
ot the reasons which make our 
problems seem peculiar. We 
shall attempt to see lt we too 
cannot give, U we cannot con-
tribute. 
And U we at Howard--a pri-
vileged class of Black peopJe 
cannot show an example in this 
rather ardumous task that we 
have set for ourselves, who else 
do we expect to? For· we can-
not forever llve ln a condition 
·where while making no efforts 
ourselves, we turn round to blame . 
our neighbor for the lack 
of warmth that exists arnoogst 
us. 
Black must seek to know Black 
through Black. Black must show 
courage. Black must frustrate 
those who may like to belleve 
that Black cannot think tor him-
self. Let somebody start some-
thing today. Let there be a break-
through. Let us set out to dis-
cover for ourselves whether 
those prejudices really exist or 
whether we really are at each 
others throat. Above all let us 
see U we cannot be one. 
Shall we relent? 
If not, we shall prevail! 
Charter Day 
(Continued from Page l ) 
men's Liberation all our lives," 
she pointed out. She later com-
mented on social ills, stating: 
"Ttiere is still a gap, still a 
chasm between our delcarations 
and our practice." 
And whom diJ Mrs. Freeman 
feel was responsible for this 
problem? "We cannot ever as 
a people blame all wrongs on 
the government", she stated. 
"We the people have acquiesced 
in many of the failings and many 
of the gaps." 
Dr. Jason had words of wis-
dom and suggestions for each 
component of the University. 
"Most of you will struggle on, 
grow up and cool off," he pre-
dicted. "You will sit IL the seats 
of those in ~er. I su~est that 
you be wiser than we were--
separate the process of learn-
ing from the process of grow-
ing up." 
.President Cheek, in his clos-
ing remarks made an ominous 
statement--in jest perhaps--but 
no less meaningful: As he in-
troduced past presidents Dr. 
Mordecai Johnson andJamesNa-
brit, who toghether spent 44 years 
in the presidency, he stated, ." Dr. 
Johnson ca.me to Howard at the 
same age that I did, but I want 
to pro~lse you that I wW not 
stay as long as he did." There 
was app:ause. 
For the most part, Cheek's 
brief address was reminiscent 
ot his inaugural remarks--Ho-
ward's role of leadership etc. 
He concluded with an Ibo pro-
verb: "If you know where you 
are going and you know how 
to 6et there, you do not have 
·to be in a hurry.' ' 
SAY YOU'RE BLACK?? 
SAY YOU'RE A NEWLY LAUNCHED GRADUATE WITH I AN 
M~A.? A Ph.D.? 
SAY YOU'RE A PROFESSIONAL .WORKING IN BUSINESS, 
EDUCATION OR INDUSTRY? 
LOOKING FOR A REWARDING JOB • 
students YOUR skill?? 
where you can teach our Black 
• 
- ••• , .. .; ,, .J 
Use Our Free Clearinghouse 
We serve Black colleges, junior colleges and universities in fifteen states 
and will put you in touch with the right college to suit your needs. 
We will present your qualifications to 300 senior academic 
officials in 90 Black colleges, junior colleges and univer· 
sities. TEP.CH at Black colleges through whose halls 
have passed our great Black sava:rits - DuBois, 
Nkrur.lah, Stokely Carmichael. Booker T. Wash-
write: 
ington, H. Rap Brown, Mar~in Luth~r King, .... 
J r. , LeRoi Jones, Jesse J c. .~son , Charl&s 
Drew, Lanqston Hughes, Ralph Fec.-
therstone .......... and mc..nv others. 
Southern Education Program, Inc. 
859% H;,.; ilter St ., N.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
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Urban ,Law Institute faces end 
U.S. Supreme Court ChiefJus-
tice Warren Burger stated in a 
speech before the American Bar 
Association in 1969 that the 
"shortcoming of today's law gra-
duate lles not in a deficient 
knowledge of law but that he 
has little, if any, training in 
dealing with facts or peopl&-
the stuff of which cases are 
really made." Since its es-
tablishment 2 1/2 years ago, 
the Urban Law Institute has at-
tempted to help law graduates 
overcome that inadequacy by 
combining law education in the 
form of practical experience for 
law students with providing legal 
services to the com1nunity. 
At the same time, the Instl-
ltute has been involved in de-
veloping new courses and cur-
ricula that would benefit and 
make law schools relevant to 
the commlmity in the form of 
enforcement of existing laws or 
better legislation to benefit the 
poor and members of minority 
groups. ULI ls developing such 
new courses as consumer law, 
landlord-tenant law, community 
organization, police-community 
relations, and housing for the 
poor, 
ULI has been ,and is sponsored, 
until June 30, 1971, by the George 
Washington University Law 
School, and the National Law 
Center. Last August, Robert 
Kramer, Dean of the GW Law 
School, informed the Office of 
Harding speaks 
by Betheye E. Powe!I 
Economic Opportunity that the 
University was ending its spon-
sorship o! ULI. Kramer and Uni-
versity President Lloyd H. Elliott 
first blamed a lack o! funds on 
the decision to end GW . spon-
sorship. Later they added aphil-
osophical concept that the school 
should restrict itself to the aca-
demic rather than. active aspects 
of the law. 
ULI, according ot its contract 
with OEO, must have ant ed-
ucational program and must be 
backed by an educat al institu-
tion. The GW w School ts the 
official rec ent of the OEO 
grant for the Institute. Carl Car-
ter, ULI lawyer, stated that it 
ts impossible for another school 
to take over the Institute be-
cause a whole new program would 
have to be set up. An OEO 
evaluation stated that the Insti-
tute would have to exist for five 
years under the sponsorship of 
one school in order for its ef-
fects OQ the law school as an 
institution to be distinguishable. 
"It ls my particular belle! 
that the University's decision 
to drop ULI is purely racist," 
Algie Lewis, an Institute lawyer 
and graduate student, stated. He 
said that the fact that OEO's 
offer to give GW additional funds 
to defray overhead cost encoun-
tered in administering the pro-
gram would, as Kramer put it, 
"in no way alter the Univer-
sity's basic decision" gives a 
hint that the real reason is not 
being stated. ''Most of ULl's 
successtul cases have benetttted 
Blacks and it now becomes un-
ethical to have a kind of law 
inte~hip program," Lewis 
added. 
Carter said that the real is-
sue is that ULI has been relevant 
to the needs of the Black com-
munity and has been too success-
ful in making the law do for the 
poor what it has always done 
for the rich. "ULI is too suc-
cessful and has been involved 
in many cases that were too 
'controversial•," Carter stated. 
GW has made plans to replace 
ULI with the new Center for 
Urban Law. Both Carter and 
Lewis stated that it is impos-
sible for the Center for Urban 
Law with its one lawyer and 
four law students and one sec-
retary to handle a caseload that 
was too large for ULI with its 
28 lawyers to handle in a forty. 
hour week. "The Center for Ur-
ban Law is an attempt by GW 
to mislead :he community and 
further divide Black people," 
Lewis commented. "The cen-
ter will bring in the economics, 
sociology, anthropology, and 
other such departments of GW 
to 'study' us," Carter expressed. 
ULI is headed by GW's only 
Black law professor, Jean Cam-
per Cahn, a very competent law-
yer. 
Break the uinhilical cord 
"Black History, Black 
Struggle, Black Hope", was the 
discussion topic of last week's 
Gilbert Neal lecture which fea-
tured Dr. Vincent Harding last 
Thursday night, Dr. Elsie Lewis, 
Dr. Mary Berry and Mr. Ahmad 
El-Bashir were members of the 
panel. 
Dr. Harding is director of the 
Institute of Black W:>rld, an in-
dependent research center whose 
work is based upon the con-
viction that black people must 
m•>ve to contrpl the definition 
o1 their past wd their present 
U they are to become masters 
of their future. : 
The outspoken historian, 
divided the histor.:y of America 
Into three parts; White history, 
Negro history, and Black history. 
"When I speak of white his-
tory, explained Dr, Harding, I'm 
talking about the main-stream 
history of American society. I'm 
talking about the history that ts 
put forward by white An1erica 
about itself, • .I'm talkinJ ab:>ut 
. a history that is essentially a 
history of justification. Justifica-
tion for almost everything Amor-
1ca has been and has done." He 
also described white history as 
being deeply ethnocentric and 
assuming that this is a white 
man's country. "White history, 
he continued, 1s· that history which 
includes anybody else only in 
small spatterings and that is con-
sidered to be a special favor.'' 
The greatest tragedy today, re-
lated Dr. Harding, is that white 
history is that history which ts 
taught in almost all of the public 
schools and colleges of Amor-
ica. 
Carefully speaking, Dr. Hard-
ing stated that he benefited great-
ly from Negro History which has 
helped him to understand the 
nature of the Black struggles. 
However he explained Negro His-
tory, as he understood it, "in 
many deap ways, almost 
umhilical ways, is attached to 
W~lite history. "It essentially 
sees the same picture of Am'9r-
ica as a great nation getting 
better all the time and Negroes 
--if they wait long enough--1! 
they are willing enough to play 
the game, fill find their role in 
this great and developing Amer-
ican Society." The audience re-
spondea in humor but Dr. Hard-
ing was serious as he continued 
expla1nln6 that the message of 
Negro history is that American 
history is all right, it just needed 
to include Negroes in. 
In an elo:iuent and poetic mon-
ner, Dr. Harding described Black 
history as the breaking o~ all 
umbilical cords. "It is th·~takJn~ 
serious of Fannon, the leav!ng 
of the nauseating mimicry and 
the stale mutinies, the move-
ment away from the lmltatio=is 
into a whole new .mcharted area. 
It ls at the same moment a his-
tory that builds deeply 0 •.1 the 
Negro history and that has 
learned much from the fathers 
of Negro history". Emphatical-
ly, the scholarly lecturer ex-
plained that Black history ex-
plodes the myths of white his-
tory; it cannot accept the justi-
ficatio:is of American society, it 
strongly propo:ind.; that Amer-
ica did no~ start as a good 
society from the outset bu~ as :i 
rather corrupt one, it challenges 
the rights of whites to .jeftne 
the nature of this society. 
He described th ls· belief on the 
part of Ame;~ica as one that 
will lead it into trouble and 
ls the "highest form of stupid-
ity". Black history, ln ~.s opia-
ion, sees the controllers or 
makers of America as poisio:iers 
of the land, sea, and air--a 
tragedy, not a triumph. 
Even though Dr. Harding 
praised Negro history as re-
sponsible for bringing Africa to 
our attention, Black history, he 
· sald, goes further by ralslng the 
question of Africa ms a chal-
lenge to American-mainstream 
thinking. In his opinion, Black 
history mr1st be a .1ew fr ame 
of reference deeply emb9d·1·3d 
in the African exp-9rien::e so that 
Africa does not becomP. som•: -
thing that is studied along with 
Europe and Greece or as a part 
<Continued on Page 8) 
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FA . requests definitions 
of Black Uni~., relevance 
By Larry Coleman 
In a m e et in g held Monday 
the faculty of the College of 
F·ine Arts voted unanimously to 
adopt the criteria for the selec-
tion of a new dean as presenfed 
by a special subcom1nittee 
chaired by Jeff Donaldson, Chair-
man of the A'.rt Department. The 
hotly debated preamble of the 
report submitted by this com-· 
I 
mittee was rejected las ; week. 
Without a preamble, it rwas de-
cided that su~h terms aS "Black 
University", "excellence'', and 
" relevance'' used in the criteria 
warranted careful definition. 
The adopted criteria reads as 
follows: 
1. The New Dean's philosoph-
ical position should contribute to 
the new direction of Howard Uni-
versity, i.e. a "Black University 
which stresses excellence and 
relevance to th~ future of Black 
people. 
2. The New -Dean shall have 
demo'lstrated the capacity for 
leadership in pulling toJether 
the various units of the Col-
lege of Fine Arts into "'- untfted 
whole which functions as an 
instrument for the realization of 
the objectives of the University: 
a. By o;.itstanding scholarship 
or artistic activity on a con-
tinuing basis and/or a demon-
strated interest in each o! the 
arts i.e., art, music and drama. 
Candidates from other fields 
shall be required to produce 
evidence of understan:iing, re-
spect and appreciation for the 
arts. · 
b. By a demons~rated em-
pathy with student concerns and 
insights toward th~ r~alization 
of students, faculty and com-
m1m1ty. 
c. B·1 the demonstrated 
. ' 
capacity for the implem -antation 
of progressive practices in Black 
edJcation, i.e., teaching, re-
searc_h and public service. 
3. The New Dean shall have 
demonstrated the capacity for 
implementing and and developing 
institution-building programs; 
a. By fund- raising, utilizing 
established techniques as well as 
development o! innovative 
methods. 
b. By professional and non-
professional liaison activity. 
It was later decided that each 
department within the college 
elect or appoint a committee, 
composed of students and faculty 
members, that would meet with 
Presid~nt Cheek, find out exact-
ly what he means by "BlackUnl-
versity" and "New Direction" 
an:i then • see how they can go 
about setting up their depart-
ments accordingly. 
The Search Committee of the 
college was empowered to list all 
candidates for the deanship 1n 
their order of preference, dis-
cuss the feasibility of bringing 
in an outside consultant, and 
present brief sketches as to the 
background of the deanship can-
didates. It W'lt..3 further decided 
that no decision of the committee 
would be final without faculty ap-
proval. 
Initially several mt~m­
bers of the faculty vehemently 
insisted ·that this reporter be 
barred from the mtieting. The 
reasons they gave for my 
expuls ion were as shaky as the 
later arguments they pre3en~ed. 
One irate faculty marriber said 
that since fine arts students were 
not allowed to attend faculty 
meetings of the college of Liberal 
Arts, I should not be allowed 
to '3.ttend their meetings, reporter 
or not. Another protester slded 
with me insisting that I be al-
lowed to stay, because if I re-
ceived my tnformati.on first hand 
instead of second hand, perhaps, 
I would be able to write a less 
" biased" article than I had writ-
ten week's HILL TOP. Eventual-
ly, Dean Fax cam.9 to my rescue, 
and ruled that I be allowed to 
stay, 
Dr. Vincent Harding: last week's Gilbert Neal lecturer . 
1-IY Ja\GRESSIO~I l~I 
A single explosion - and a 
countryside 1s wasted by defol-
iants; a military fiat and people 
are ripped off by bombs raining 
death · in · showers of shrapnel 
or napalm or worse. 
From ~he unofficial presence 
of American "mf.litary ad-
visors", to lhe headlined skirm-
ishes of the Green Berets to 
the exploits of comh~t +l'a!ned 
troops, Amerikkka, 1or the past 
ten years, has progressively en-
trenched herself in Southeast 
Asia, drowing the Vletname.se 
peoples in a bloodbath of war. 
Or is it still an "incursion" 
as Congress would have us be-
lieve? 
The tragedy of U.S. 1I1volve-
ment in Vietnam, the political, 
econimic and social homefront 
repercussions of lhis nation's 
imperialism h3ve both opened 
Jhe eyes of its citizens to the 
real nature of the beast and has 
prompted the question - "Haven't 
we learned anything about his-
tory repeation itself? "Obviously 
we have not for, waving the 
stars and stripes, our merry · 
mUitary men have marched off 
in support of another invasion, 
this timt1 into Cam ':>odia and Laos. 
- N<>w r .and and Losses-
Reasons for this most recent 
escalation of the war were given 
as an co-operative attempt to: 
1. destroy the Communist 
sancturies in Camt-0dia 
2. disrupt the Ho Chi Mihn 
'frial in Laos and to 
3. cripple the enemy supply 
lines. 
Ho··N\~ver the allies can n0t 
disguise the fact that this thrust 
is also one of aggression and 
for the rape of new territory. 
by Regis Lake 
Is lt merely coincidental that 
U.S. bomh\ng has been concen-
trated just below the 19th 
parallel, hardly 120 mlJes south 
of Hanoi, the North Vletnamt1se 
Capitol? Or that the army has 
a huge combat base located at 
Q11anJtri1 giving them another 
foothold o:i foreign so~l? 
Last week Richard Mllhouse 
Nixon (chief t.enant of the white 
house) delivered a 180 pag~ o::i!.n-
io:i on the state of the world. 
Sandwiched SO:llt! Nh·~l'~ in be-
tween his 65,0JO word s~atement, 
which was heavy on philosophy 
and back~round but short o:i 
specifics, he made plaln th1~ fact 
that the U.S. will continue to 
seek a mH!ta:y · victory. Such a 
Policy is d·:>omed to failure. A;-
reldy the U.S. commend has 
acknowledged the loss of at least 
thirty helicopters; since the re-
. 
• 
cent invasion into Camh•.1dia :'lt 
least 120 Amerikkkans, at this 
writing, h:r1-a been killed with no 
fewer tha.1 250 men listed as 
w•.>unded. Reports in1icate tha't 
in no way did allied forces asti-
mate the strength of the NQrth 
Vietnamese whose stunning mili-
tary performances have proven 
an e:iu'l1 1f not .superior chal-
lenge against \he puppet force~ 
of pro-western imperialism. 
- Pentagon Propaganda -
Informatio~ on the events in 
In1o~hina has been slow and 
si:.elchy in coming, Dlgging .into 
it 11 Agnewssq'1e•1 dictionary the 
Pentagon has explained its com-
bat activities in ~ermi; ~)f "pro-
tective encirclement"; it has de-
fended its troo;>s brutal methods 
of public evictions as "popula-
tion relocations". A massive 
program of propagandizing has 
been engineered by the military 
to maite the war as acceptable 
to the Amarlkk.lcan co:iscience as 
possible. 
Defense D9partmt111t spokes-
man Jerry w. Friedman is busy 
as.su r1nJ the public that the "r~s­
cue forces" being sent into Laos 
are not co:nhat troops while 
Ronald Zlegl{r, white house 
oress secre>tary, is trying to 
l11ay 1~:.trs i>j' s:ating how heavy 
the Communists were takinJ 
losses (and this in face of the 
facts that Hill 31 has been de-
clared the worst proally defeat 
s ince the 1968 Tet Offensive -
over 400 soldiers were killed). 
From his air-conditioned of-
fice Col. Richard Steward, an-
other agent of informatioh, 
selects and sorts m,.terial which 
w!ll guarantee that o:ily good 
<Continued on Page 8) 
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Did you . know1' 
By Robert "The Black" Taylor 
THAT when Black Muslim Min-
ister Louis Farakan last ap-
peared at Howard he spoke briefiy 
of a traditional Black hang-up 
which he implied was a his-
torical product of Black imitating 
whites. Farakan declared, "0 ye 
fools, ye fools, if only you had 
knowledge of self you would not 
want to be Greek." (There are 
those on campus who need to 
give this thought serious con-
sideration.) 
THAT the last six American 
airplanes which have been hi-
jacked to Cuba were hijaced by 
Black men. And that the brothers 
have been able to do this despite 
the fact that the United States, 
under conservative Black Gen. 
B.O. Davis, has launched one 
of the largest anti-hijacldngpro-
grams in the world. (I love Nig-
gers. The white man has not 
built anything yet which a Black 
man can not steal, or would 
"Ube rate" be a better word.) 
THAT recent Census Bureau 
data for the District of Columbia 
show that the city can expect to 
become progressively more 
Black, ·that 55 per cent of the 
Black population is female, that 
30,000 of the 532,000 residents 
have been convicted of felons, 
that about 1 of every 10 people 
are on welfare, and· that the 
economic tax base of the city 
can be expected to decrease in 
years to come. (When one 
realizes that the District has 
no home rule, he is reminded 
of Malcom x when he said, re-
ferring to a jail he was once 
i, you can only expect the worst 
out of any thing "that is run 
by white people for Black 
people.'') 
THAT Howard may longer be 
the largest predominately Black 
educational institution in Amer-
ica. According to figures re-
leased by the Office for Advance-
ment of Public Negro Colleges, 
Southern University of Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana just recently 
passed the 10,000-enrollment 
mark. Howard was not included 
in the Office's study because she 
is not considered a public col-
lege. 
THAT this reporter recently 
talked to a sister on this campus 
who achieved a 4-point average 
last semester. She had a 3.9 
semester before last; she bad 
another 4-point average the 
semester before that, and she 
had what she considered a "dis-
appointing" 3. 7 average during 
her freshman year. (I do not know 
what Howard is teaching, but, 
mama, you damn sure are learn- · 
ing it.) 
THAT while it is difficult to 
make international comparisons, 
the United States is probably by 
anyone's standards the most 
violent society in the world. Ac-
cording to a Staff Report to the 
National Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention of 
Violence someone in murdered 
in ·America every 39 minutes, 
someone is raped every 1 7 min-
utes, someone is violently as-
saulted every 2 minutes, some-
one is robbed every 2 minutes, 
a burglary is committed every 17 
seconds, larceny of $50 or more 
takes place ever 25 seconds, 
and automobile is stolen every 
41 seconds. (The AmeriKKKan 
way). 
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~DrfORIAL 
.._. Charter Day: Who's to blame? 
Charter D?y, the annual commemoration of the founding of the University, has never 
been a favorite event among students. Even w~n the processional. and awards presentation 
were held on campus, most students only looked forward to the day because of the 
suspension of classes. Perhaps that is why no real effort has been made on the part of the 
Charter Day participants to update and re-orient that event. · 
When students disrupted the 1968 Charter Day ritual, it was not so much becau~ of the 
n~ture of Charter Day itself, as it was the fact that the event provided a platform to express 
grievances that had not been responded to by the administration. However one of the 
students did mention the need for the alumni awards to be ~iven to Blacks s~ch as LeRoi 
Jones and Stokely Carmichael. ' 
Three years have passed since then, and neither of these alumni, nor others like them 
have been awarded. But this is understandable. lVlost of the people who attended Charte; 
Day would not have appreciated such a giant step away from tradition. 
It seems that the logical thing to do to change the situation would be to have more 
students in attendence. However, the tickets are $10.00 per person.. This assures the 
planners that the dinner will be relatively student-free, and that the few students who do 
attend will be much too concerned with protocol and decorum to notice all the irrelevance. 
Well, it was noticed this year, and it has to be changed,.because like any other big event, 
Charter Day represents Howard for what it is. And above all, Howard is students. 
The next sentence in this editorial was originally supposed to read, "Because of this fact 
students .should aid in the selection the alumni who receive awards and students should .-
serve actively on the committee that plans the event." However s~urces in the a ·ffice of 
the Se.cretary, a~d the Office of the President revealed that students were represented on the 
Planning Committee, and on the Council of Administration which selects the alumni 
r~ipients. The Stude~t .Association President had the opportunity to voice his approval or 
disapproval of the rec1p1ents, along with two other student representatives that could have 
bee~ appoint~ by HUSA. N.o ~epresentat~ves were appointed, and apparently our HUSA 
President had little to say. A 1un1or and senior representative from each school was asked to ' 
serve on the committee which planned the event--and tickets were still $10.00 so that none 
of their classmates could attend. 
. At first this editorial was supposed to be aimed at the administration, but after being 
informed of the above discrepancies, this editor has no alternative but to ask those students 
who were involved, "Were you satisfied just to get a free meal?" 
' ' 
' 
' The • • cr1s1s of leadership on 
In recent editions of the HILL-
TOP, the question of leadership 
at Howard University has been 
seriously posed. Leadership, as 
a guiding force to the . Univers-
ity community and the Black 
World, should emmanate from 
our great institution as we look 
not only to Presidents Cheek, 
Harris and Holton rut to the 
trustees, administrative of-
ficers,· deans, heads of depart-
ments, heads of campus organ-
izations, faculty members and 
students. At present, there exists 
a general feeling that there is 
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a marked absence of dynamic 
leadership in the campus com-
m1mity, and more importantly 
that the bankruptcy of leader-
ship in the campus community 
has let to apathy, corruption and · 
regression. Students maintain 
that they felt a greater sense 
of involve merit, motion and direc-
tion in 1968 that in 1971 in spite 
of the past constraints and even 
though they had been promised 
that the University would be mov-
ing in a new direction. 
It is critical therefore that 
we engage in a serious debate 
on this question of leadership, 
for Howard University bas a 
fixed responsibility to the pre-
sent and the tuture to produce 
Black leadership, which will build 
a new social order and wUl 
revitalize our dying rural and 
urban communities. But, at pre-
sent, there is no life force (elan 
Vitale), no source · of energy, 
no sense of urgency in the Uni-
versity community, with which 
students can readily identify. 
There are no daily examples 
in their dormitory U!e or class-
room experiences that move stu-
dents to redimensionalize their 
life styles. Where are the new 
forms, the new structures, the 
new models, which express crea-
tive leadership that students can 
relate to? There is a crisis 
of leadership on campus and we 
must face it squarely and honest-
ly. We cannot sweep it under 
the rug. Howard University can-
not rely solely on the great 
, leaders of the past who have 
studled or taught here. The.com-
plex prob1ems confronting the 
Black World today require an 
aggressive, offensive mechanism 
for servicing our developmental 
needs. 
In an essay entitled " Images 
of The 21st. Century •••.. Black-
ness" which I wrote in 1969, 
I stated ....... '' At no time has the 
responsibility of the Black pro-
fessional ~as great as it 
is now. This ponsibllity has 
been betrayed b e... decisions 
of some Black professionals and 
the omm!.ssions of others. Some 
brothers have directly sold us 
out for personal reward and ad-
vancement; others have remained 
by Acklyn Lynch 
silent in the face of exploitation 
and oppressin. our inde-
pendence (cultural, political and 
economic) remains a serious 
challenge which the trained mind 
must confront. 
The Black professional (and 
the majority of Howard graduates 
are professionals) has apaticular 
social responsibJUty to deal with 
the problems affecting the lives 
of his people's suffering and 
plead for objective analysis. He 
must be immersed in the struggle 
and join the forces of destiny. 
He has the responsibility of in-
telligence which should compel 
him to develop his people as an 
independent force on the world 
stage. He must give to his people 
their viability and strength in 
order that they might be in 
harmony with the universe ••••• " 
s statement remains es-
ially valid for the graduating 
s of 1971, which wUl emerge 
m the Howard scene with the 
battle scars of the Occupation of 
Spring 1968. 
It is necessary to prevent the 
present generation of Black 
youth, torn asunder by societal 
conflicts from becoming per-
verted and from perverting new 
generations. We cannot allow the 
scandals of last fall to slide 
without questioning the charac-
ter of campus leadership. At 
Howard, students must not learn, 
in a mechanistic fashion, facts, 
techniques, and methodology so 
that they can become docile ser-
vants of official thought, but 
rather students must develop and 
experience creative initiative, . 
which will make them innova-
tors, rather than imitators. Ho-
ward University must produce 
the architects and engineers of 
a new social order in order 
to guarantee accelerated de-
velopment in the struggle for 
independence in the BlackWorld. 
our sense of people-hood de-
mands a constant preoccupation 
with the development and the 
flow of creative leadership from 
and in our community. This is 
a task that we cannot overlook 
and the challenge of the present 
demands that we dramatically 
confront this issue. Of course, 
it would be easier for us to 
challenge the leadership. (moral 
Compulsion) of the Nation on 
the expansion of the war in Indo-
China or .on the social injus-
tices wl11ch Black people encoun-
ter daily in American society. 
In addition, we could easily 
dramatize the present vacuum 
in national Black leadership 
(since the majority of our 
dynamite Black leaders have been 
ripped ott in the decade of the 
sixties), which we are experienc-
ing in our struggle, and the 
emotional distress that we feel 
because there is no sense of 
clarity, motion, direction, or 
leadership· in the Black move-
ment. However, while we might 
objectively turn outward to a 
gloomy situation, we must sub-
jectively turn inward to the crisis 
of leadership on the Howard cam-
pus. 
Perhaps at this stage, it might 
be useful to throw out for dis-
cussion certain ingredients of 
LEADERSHIP, which might belp 
us to arrest the plague of the 
present. Philosophical wisdom, 
political clarity, discipline, ad-
ministrative compentence, poll-
(Continued on Page 7) 
Open letter to . 
Dr. Cheek: 
The Spring Semester of each · 
year is one that is filled with a 
great deal of anxieties and fears. 
There is a .growing consensus 
among a significantnumberofthe 
student body that the university 
1s in a state of deterioration. 
While I am painfully aware of 
the many shortcomings of the 
student association there are 
some very pressing problems 
that must be dealt with if the 
university 1s to truly take a new 
direction. 
The major problem that con-
front' s Howard University atthis 
point in time is the tratttc in 
drugs. Over the past year the 
drug use on this campus has 
soared. While I do understand 
that the drug problem is com-
plex, th~ entire university com-
munity must be awakened to this 
problem. I am s~re that you are • 
aware of the magnitude and depth 
of this problem. 
It is common knowledge that 
the suppliers and pushers of hard 
drugs come and go freely peddling 
their wares on campus. The 
situation breeds crime and tur.n-
oll in the li!e of the university 
and is the greatest threat that 
confronts the students. While 
marijuana use is wide-spread 
on campus, It would be a drastic 
mistake to equate the use of 
marijuana with crimes being 
committed on the campus. The 
use of bard drugs bas no place 
in a Black univers y o a Black 
community. If this pr blem is 
not attacked in an effici nt man-
ner, I can assure you that iolence 
and crime will escalat while 
permanently maiming d de-
stroying the bodies and m ds of 
Black people here at Ho~d. 
There are many other pro.=-.... 
bl ems that add to the tense situa-
tion on this campus. DOrmitory 
security, lack of financial aid, 
white supremacy and lack of 
community involvement all blend 
together with the drug problem 
to make each Spring Semester 
a potential powder keg. 
In conclusion, I wish to state 
that none of these problems can 
be dealt with by any orie seg-
ment of the university. ·Howard 
University bas gone through many 
traumatic changes and llramatlc 
confrontations during the Spring 
Semester of every year, as far 
back as 1966. Many students 
have begun to equate in their 
minds physical turmoil with poli-
tical activism, and all equate that 
to the Spring Semester. Any ser-
ious person that understands the 
political climate in this country 
wlli understand the extreme folly 
of acting as if 1971 is 1968. 
Yet unf ess these problems and 
many otbers---tbat I am sure 
you are aware of---are acted 
upon, I fear that Howard Uni-
versity will not survive. 
• Sincerely, 
Michael Harris 
Pres., H. U.S.A. 
• 
• 
·. 
FA instructor responds 
Dear Editor: 
New direction-taking in the 
College of Fine Arts currently 
centers around the fashionable 
issue: "How Black is Black?" 
Larry Coleman, in his article: 
"FA hassles over Dean'' (THE 
ffiLLTOP, February 26, 1971) 
points this out succinctly with 
these words; ". • .the forces 
of the progressive, the new, and 
the Black are pitted against the 
traditional, the old and the not-
so-Black.'' In considering the 
(Jlestion: Fine Arts--where the 
bell are you going?, I hold that 
the shades of :Blackness 
syndrome may ultimately pre-
vent the College from going any-
where at all! 
It appears that those who feel 
that the Black perspective in the 
College of Fine Arts can be 
brought about "by establishing 'a 
focus upon black culture within 
(underscoring mine) the frame-
work of the existing curricula 
• • • "--are merely paraphras-
ing remarks made by Dr. Andrew 
Billingsley, University Vice-
President for Academic Affairs, 
when he states (presumably in 
his capacity as spokesman for 
the Administration in matters of 
policy and beliefs) that the Uni-
versity's new accent on the Black 
experience "is not designed to 
limit (underscoring again mine) 
us but to free us. There is no 
need to eliminate anything that 
may be usetul to Black people." 
These words are important; we 
need not misinterpret them in 
our sometimes overzealous sup-
port for the truly worthy cause 
of dlliusin~ Pan-African pride. 
I feel, however, that some of us 
have done just that- -when they 
advocate the implementation of 
curricular programs which 
relegate Euro-American arts and 
ideas to a" supplemental" status. 
Those supporting the latter 
point of view have, in my opinion, 
failed to circumspectly consider 
such questions as: should the 
College of Fine Arts become 
a cultural isolation-chamber-- a 
closed cultural reservation in 
which only the blackest Black 
ldeololdes flourish and rule as 
leadership 
{Continued from Page 6) 
tlcal intuition, integrity, drive 
and creative energy, self-con-
fidence, ability to make deci-
sions, creativity, provide vision 
and guidance for one's people; 
Ability to inspire people to work 
oneself out of a job and train 
others to replace you. A col-
lective conscience, one who will 
not sell out one's people con-
sciously or unconsciously. Gen-
erosity, An independent creative 
thinker fearless--not afraid of 
death, Capacity for sacrifice, 
discipline, Criticism and self-
critlcism. 
This list is not exhaustive, but 
it highlights certain character 
traits that are critical to dis-
ciplined creative leadership, 
These ideas are put into the 
market place in the spirit of 
progress and genuine concern, 
but with the awareness that sharp 
public criticism ls a vital f'unc-
Uon of the ffiLLTOP as an organ 
of communication in our uni-
versity community, 
E.E. O.Compan·ies 
Seeking Minority 
Applicants~ 
Repl'8S&fltatives of nationally known 
companies will be in the Washington, 
D. C. •ea on March 12 & 13 to 
interview interested persons seeking 
rewarding careers in private industry. 
If you have a college degree · or 
expect to graduate in June · and wish 
to explore these opportunities at no 
cost or obligation, call Mr. Gordon 
Haggett at 751-4940 or Mr. Roger 
Blunt at 223-4990 for further 
information. 
the· sole arbiters in all artistic 
decision-making? Can a viable 
Black art nurture in such a 
monolithic milieu ultimately 
emerge with any, trace of the 
universal appeal which charac-
terizes all great art and con-
tinues to be an important at-
tribute of enduring art-forms? 
Almost a decade ag<:>, Pro-
fessor John Ferguson of Ibadan 
University in Nigeria was con-
fronted with these very same 
issues as they applied to the 
impact of Western culture on 
indigenous African folk-song~. 
Writing in The Chronicle (of 
the London Missionary Society, 
June 1963), Professor Ferguson ' 
stated that he shared the views 
of the editor of the Ibadan who 
felt that ". • .an African intel-
lectual who is conscious of Bach 
will feel a sense of loss until 
his folk music ls also trans-
formed by a cultivated genius." 
Professor Ferguson then adds 
that "What will emerge will be 
a new synthesis, not the old 
folk-culture, nor a slavish imita- , 
tion of Europe, But, for this 
synthesis, Nigeria must be ex-
posed to Bach and Mozart, to 
Shakespeare and Brecht • • • ". 
In acknowledging cultural tra-
dition, therefore (e., We~ern 
cultural hegemony), Professor 
Ferguson and those who share 
his views in the United States 
in the 1970's, are not advocat-
ing a reactionary return to 
paternalistic association with the 
haughty "burden-bearer of the 
world' ', or an embracing of global 
eclecticism as some fear, but 
rather a simple recognition of 
the indisputable fact that changes 
in the world- - "new directions", 
if you will, are brought about by 
a highly complex process involv-
ing myriads ot actions, reac-
tions, and interactions--all of 
which are cross-cultural in 
scope. Fertile creative minds--
whether or not they are con-
sciously aware of these cultural 
bombardments, cannot i~ore 
their existence. 
George A. Winfield 
Assistant Professor 
Fine Arts/ Music 
Writer questions 
senate character 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing this letter to 
reveal to Howard Students ttipse 
egocentric, conceited, power-
thirsty, and incompetent m.gm-
bers . of HUSA . known as sena-
tors . 
M-, fellow students, it ls the sen~tors as well as the Presi-
dent, etc., that w·~ should direct 
our attention. They are tha pri-
mary stimuli that turn HUSA · 
meetings into a "funny farm". 
When students or organizations 
confront HUSA concer11ing money 
and other issues, the Senate be-
gins to act like fo.)ls, Instead 
of sitting down listening towhat's 
happening and voting, the sena-
tors start jumping around like 
ants trying to decide how to move 
a piece of bread. Each sena-
tor tries to show how much 
seniority he has by abstention, 
not voting or causing a lot of 
dissent. 
The Senate has no concern for 
the well being of •he student body. 
In the last HUSA meeting, one 
senator did not even care enough 
to stand up and let the people 
he represents see him (I don't 
know his name, but it was the 
fool in the grey suit). The sena-
tors only concern is the money 
and the power they have over 
it, 
Not only the intelligence and 
concern of the Senate m•tst t>3 
questioned, but also the char-
acter. In the HUSA mP.eting, it 
was revealed that there are two 
senators that are dope dealers. 
Also, there was one senator that 
was taken off the Community 
Intern Program payroll because 
he was a bad worker and failed 
to report to work. Yes, these 
are the characters of those people 
L----------· .. (Continued on t'age !SJ . . . 
I 
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Bookstore criticized 
Dear Editor: 
I think that it is my obllga-
tion as a member of the Ho-
ward University community to 
express my extreme and utter 
disgust at the way students are 
treated by the University Book-
store, whose sole purpose on this 
campus is, supposedly, to serve 
the students. 
I am speaking specUically 
about the atrocious method of 
record keeping (of books) and the 
distribution of books for courses. 
I will completely stay away from 
the chaos that ls evident at the 
Bookstore during the main part 
of each semester and will deal 
only with the pathetic situation 
at the start of EACH semester 
of EVERY year. 
Why is it that when an in-
structor orders 30 copies of a 
textbook for a class, only 15 
copies are recorded in the 
records of the bookstore and 
those 15 cannot be found????? 
(This is the time that the people 
that the people at the bookstore 
insist that the student or in-
structor is in error since it ls 
inconceivable for the bookstore 
to be incorrect.) 
Why is it that some books for 
students are ordered by pro-
fessors of the University but 
are never placed on the shelves 
for the student to buy, but rather 
are kept in boxes in NO order 
whatsoever behind the book-
store??? 
And the atmosphere of Nazi 
SS headquarters at the bookstore 
is imbecilic.I!! This obvious dis-
trust for the student in the book-
store could force less subtle 
persons to rash deeds. 
I truly believe that, contrary 
to what the name implies, the 
operators of the bookstore are not 
cognizant of the necessity and 
dire importance of BOOKS to the 
students here at Howard. (Or any-
where for that matter!! !). The 
bookstore should do everything 
in its power to be ettlcient, ac-
curate, FAIR in pricing and 
friendly to the students. On the 
contrary, at the moment, the 
bookstore is inefficient, unac-
curate definitely Nixanite in 
pricing and openly hostle AND 
belligerent to the students (and 
in many cases, University Pro-
fessors!) 
There ls no reason why in an . 
establishment run by supposedly 
intelligent professionals, such an 
establishment has evolved into an 
ugly monster of chaos and con-
tusion, a virtual hell for s~u­
dents. This tragedy must te cor-
rected and there ls no reason 
why the corrections cannot come 
quickly. In a society such as our 
Howard Community, if a piece 
of that society becomes defec-
tive, that particular element in 
its d e f e c t 1 v en es s affects 
drastically the smooth operation 
of the society as a_ whole ... and 
thus should be corrected; and U 
this ls not pos!jlble, the element 
of contusion should be eliminated. 
Think about it Howard!! ! 
William M. Phlllips, ill 
Class of '72 · 
.Africans everywhere alike 
Dear Editor: 
The other day, an acquain-
tance of mine told me something 
I had heard a thousand times 
before. 
"You Africans do not like us 
Negroes because 'you are dif-
ferent•. " 
This quieted me for a while 
during which time all sorts of 
ideas came to my mind: an article 
that appeared in the Washington 
Post about the Afro (bush) hair 
style, alleging that Stewardesses 
of the East African Airways are 
now copying the Soul Sisters' 
hair style; questions I have been 
asked by •authorities' on Africa, 
" ... you come from Kiambu ... , 
that ls in South Africa ... !"; " ... I 
like your suit, did you buy your 
clothes in New York ... ?" as if 
to lmt>ly that what this admirer 
expected was a tall naked man 
with a spear and a bone in his 
nose; " ... Your Engllsh is very 
good, did you learn it here?" · 
And do you know how long I 
have been here? Of course I 
would love to learn every aspect 
of any language, including the 
ghetto's ' .. • Ah ain't got no 
money ... ' or the Hill's 'of the 
peopie, by the people, for the 
same!' 
The thought of "division to 
weaken' came to my mind and 
that is why I am writing this 
letter to clarify a point I sin-
cerely believe ls very impor-
tant to 1, those Black brothers 
and sisters who accept the idea 
that the African is better off or 
different from them, 2. those 
super Blacks from Africa who 
claim or feel they are different 
and more superior than the Black 
Americans, and, of course., 3, 
those friends and advisors who 
'harmlessly' suggest, imp'ly, 
teach and encourage the dif-
ference, then make fun of us 
and .at the same time take ad-
vantage of our disunity. 
In elementary school, the first 
saying I learned was, "A dec-
orated donkey is STILL a donkey 
--stupid and ready to follow any-
,>ne holding a carrot under its 
nose!" Ooes that differentiate 
an African from a Black Amer-
ican? 
To any color-c<?nscious per-
son Black is Black (and Bad! 
' . super bad, at that!) no matter how 
educated, Americanized or Afr-
lcantzed he is. How IQany times 
/ 
have I been denied an apartment? 
A friend of mine calls for me 
and she ls told lt is available, 
but when I go to look at it, 
an old granny shrieks, -
"I'm sorry but we have just 
rented lt!" Of course I feel like 
cursing like a Soul Brother would, 
but when I speak, there is an 
accent. "Where are you from?" 
Africa, I say. And then, " ••. Oh! 
My tenth cousin was in Congo 
in 1957 ••. " Sharpevllle comes 
to my mind. " Well, I am sorry 
we do not have anything at pre-
sent, but U you wish, you can 
leave your name and telephone 
number. I'll call you when we 
have something ... " One week, 
one month ... Well. 
With the non-color conscious 
friend it goes like this: " I went 
to Africa on a hunting safari ... " 
Oh yeah. "Nairobi is very beauti- , 
fUl." A nod. "What do you think 
of the many coups in Africa?" 
A shrug of the shoulders. "What 
do you think about the generos-
ity of the American people to 
underdeveloped countries?" A 
blank expression as U to say 
I beg your pardon, " Please come 
and visit us when you can." 
Thanks, but no address is given. 
Of course there are some sin-
cere friends, but they are in the 
ratio of one to nine.· 
I hate politics, but what I 
would like to say to group one 
above, ls that we are an Afr-
ican people with identical pro-
blems-only that ours are worded 
differently. In the end vre might 
find solutions by first studying 
yours. To group two I say, the 
day is passed when individualism 
contributed to identity or free-
dom. "He who is not for us ls 
against us" and it ls about time 
you laid down your decorations 
and face reality as to what you 
are, what ls expected. of you by 
the others of your kind, and 
where you are going. To group 
three I say, everything has a 
beginning, and an end. We know 
what we are, and accept it. We 
are an African people, we ar~ 
proud of it ... The most you can 
do for us is help us unite and 
in heaven--If you ever go there! 
Unite us, don't divide usl 
A voice crying in the wilder-
ness? I do not think so. I con-
fidently look forward to the day 
when African Peoples Associa-
tion omces will be op:ned in 
Page7 
Inside view 
of H USA actions 
Dear Editor: 
In last week's HILLTOP I 
stated that the Washington, D.C. 
Project needed to be revived 
and the antedate or prescrip-
tion tor the revival of the Pro-
ject was student interest. I also 
stated that 1t was time to unify 
around the Project and inculcate 
any new concept that will make 
the project more affective. 
In light of my convictions and 
suggestion~ concerning the Pro-
ject, I introduced a motion at 
the Senate meeting on February 
22 1971 requiring the dlree-
, ' . tors of the project to appear 
at the following Senate me.~ting 
with a budget ouline of their 
future expenditures. The motion 
was ca.rried and M0nday night 
the D. c. Project directors ap-
peared before the Senate meet-
ing. It appears th~t the antedate 
that I prescribed for the re-
vival of the D. C. Project was 
taken in fUll consideration. A 
group of students did become 
interested in the D.C. Project 
and united around that issue. 
A· group of students dld inculcate 
their new concepts to :n::i:ce the 
project more effective, and 
meaningful. If you have not sur-
mised the name of the group 
I am referring to, the answer 
is the H. U.S. A. Senate. 
The Senate scruinized thevar-
ious phases ot the D.C. Project 
on a monetary level and pro-
gram ma.tic basls. For ei<ample, 
the budgets of the Le&al Re-
search Division, South East Pro-
ject, and Supplementary Educa-
tion Program w':!re caref'ully ex-
amined but because these 
' divisions of thP. ._D.C. Project 
were op·~rating in a very effec-
tive manner the · senate mani-
fested a sense of !Jitelligence by 
leaving those budgets intact, On 
the other hand, the Public Rela-
tio.;is division manifested its inef-
fectiveness and was abolished 
by the Senate. The Drug and Com-
munity Intern Programs were cut 
monetarily as a result of the 
obsoleteness. In the final analysis 
one may conclude that the Senate 
has successfully completed the 
task of revam;iini th~ D. C. Pro-ject and making it more "rele-
vant". My next prescription is 
for Howard University and the 
antedo~e ls not a " revival" but 
a " revolution" . 
H.U.S.A. Senato: 
r .aMont Wm. F'lana~ 
• 
The letters and comments on this 
page . represent the beliefs and 
opinions of the individual authors. 
and do not neces.urily reflect 
HILL TOP views. 
All letters to the Editor must be 
• typewritten, double1paced and of 
teasotuble length (no more than ~o 
pages): They should be maiJed to 
Editor, The HILLTOP, Howard 
University, Wash., D.C. 20001, or 
brought to the office at 2215 4th St., 
N.W. no later than the Monday prior 
to the Friday that they are to appear. 
all countries starting with the 
U.S.A. (Washingtonbeingthe cen-
ter). The organization could be 
called by any other name but 
its purpose will be to bring 
Black people everywhere to-
gether so that we may work for 
the same cause, to educate those 
who still live by the chant: 
~'White is right, 
If you are Brown turn around 
If you are Black turn back ••. ," 
to the fact that color (T. V.) 
has been invented and Black is 
as important as its extreme OP-
posite. 
And above all, to let the world 
know that we, the Black people, 
have been separated and weak-
ened too long and this will not 
be the cause of our subordin-
ation anymore. 
If you c\<> not agree, please 
call me at 234-2673 any day 
after 8:00 p.m. and tell me why. 
K. C, Kamll'U _ . 
c 
• 
• 
• 
Indochina 
(Continued from Page S) 
news appears before the reading 
public. A C B S report revealed 
that much of their war filmed 
coverage was staged by the armed 
forces and that many of the 
airmen they interviewed were 
briefed before they appeared be-
fore newsmen. Through suchpre-
censored means the violence of 
repeated My Lai's and the in-
sanity of America's entire in-
volvement in the Indochina cam-
paign ls skillfully kept out of 
focus. But so also are the pro-
spects of peace. 
The aggressors against the 
peoples of Vietnam and Indocblna 
can not expect to impose their 
brand of peace upon these citi-
zens. "Nor can they long persist 
1n the hope of achieving an ulti-
mate victory for Amerlkkka and 
her allles the days of expansion 
and of manifest destiny are long 
gone. A new day dawns, one 
which ls overcoming the sinking 
empires of today and is pro-
claiming, with its rise, a re-
awakening of the Third World 
Natio:is. 
Senators questioned 
• 
• 
(Continued from Page 7) 
that sit in the first two rows the senate fall back into the 
at the HUSA meetings as.judges hands ofthepresentpowerthrtsty 
and gods giving down sentences and apathetic senators. 
to HUSA and to the students. 
We as sturlents should put an 
end to such tyranny. 
In the upcoming election in 
the spring, we should direct our 
attention to the senators moreso 
than the President. The Senate 
is the body of the government 
that decides on all . issues, and 
where all funds will be allocated. 
The Senate is the one with the 
power. Each school gets two 
sena,tors and Liberal Arts gets 
four. 
This year, before you go to 
your separate schools and vote. 
make sure you know the phil-
osophy, character, intelligence 
level and basic concern of each 
candidate for senate, Don't let 
In the meantime, I suggest 
that the students go to HUSA 
meetings and see the Senate 
"show'~ in action (I advise you 
to hurry before the budget ls 
exhausted). 
All of HTJSA officers are to 
blame for their past blunders 
and disorganization, not just the 
Senate. However, if we get the 
apathetic and conceited fools 
called senators out of office and 
get senators w}\o represent the 
students, 1t will be the first step 
toward unity and progress for 
HUSA. 
Evita Paschall 
I Saviour's Day 
(Continued from Page 3) 
myself I will not tell you yet, Ali was divided into many small 
for the timo has not yet come. factions after Ali was killed 
I am your brothtar. You have (many believed by the police). 
not yet seen me in my royal The fast growingbut middle class 
robes." Black and assimilation oriented 
But whatever the origin of NAACP had not yet reached the 
W.D. , Fard, he in an amazingly masses. 
short span of time became an So it seemr. that the Nation 
in.fluence in Detroit's Black com- of Islam and Elijah Muham1nad 
munity. Community residents be- had a leadership void to f111 and 
gan to call him the "prophet." they filled it well. :Today under 
And around this time he initiated Elijah Muham inad the Nation has 
his campaign of telling the growr;i by his figures to an im-
evlls of and denouncing the white presslve 250,000 people and the 
race and their treatment of .the Ml.slim ~atton in America grows 
Black man. on. Soon small group meetings in ,.;;..;..;.:...._ _________ _ 
the houses of his various con-
verts were not adequate for 
everyone who wanted to see the 
"Mahdi of the Muslims." Con-
sequently around 1932 Fard and 
h1$ followers rented a hall and 
called it the Temple of Islam. 
So within three years he had 
established a very effective 
organization and after he named 
Elijah (then Poole) Muhammad 
as one of his top ministers, he 
gradually began to withdraw from 
his leadership role. · 
It remains somewhat unclear 
as to exactly what the activities 
of this first Temple of Islam 
organization were. But it seems 
that they were more concerned 
wilh "awakening'' the people and 
more or less shied away from 
getting directly involved in or 
starting so:ne social agitation. 
This idea ls given some cre-
dence by the fact that when \V. 
Fard Muhammad disappeared as 
suddenly as he had appeared 
in 1933, h1s movemimt lost 
impetus and according to Lincoln 
a small power struggle developed 
for leadership of the infant Na-
tion of Islam between M.inlster 
Elijah Muhammad and a splinter 
group !edad by Minister Abdul 
Mahall!.mad_. 
Abdul Mt1hamtnad and-his group 
wanted to pledge allegence to 
A:nerica an:i Elijah l\iiuhammad 
did not. Elijah's group won out 
and he assumed leadership ofthe 
Nat1on of Islam, 
There have b;en many rt?a-
sbns advanced for the rapid initial 
r; rowth of Fard 's and later Elijah 
\·uhammad's organizat1o:i. But 
c..ne of the most plausible deals 
v·ith the socio-economic plight 
of n:acks at that time and the 
power vacuum that existed in the 
place of Black leadership. 
G:, the late 1920's the great 
organizer, Marcus Carvey, had 
:,een deported by United States 
officials. The !\1oorish Science 
Tc:!'.ple movement of ~oble Drew 
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Gospel Choir, takes weary tour 
!>Y Zenobia Deveaux 
A sleepy-eyed Howard Univer-
sity Gospel Choir boarded buses 
at three in the morn1n11: last 
Friday bound for New York, New 
Jersey, and Philidelphia to par-
ticipate in Gospel concerts and a 
T.V. recording session. The 
C~ir's trip started poorly but 
lt ended in grand Gospel style. 
At approximately ~ o'clock, they 
arrived at The Royal Manhat-
tan Hotel, in New York. After 
freshening up, they proceded 
to NBC Television station to 
record for the proiram Posi-
tively Black. Delivery of the 
choir's Gospel music did not 
reach anticipated heights: maybe 
it was because of distances be-
tween the choir members and 
the cam~ramen - maybe it was 
because they were weary - then 
too, maybe it was a combina-
tion of both the foregoing state-
ments. After the recording ses-
sion, the choir members were 
on their own for the remainder 
a concert which was sponsored 
by Jersey City State College. 
Sluggish and disappointed about 
the recording session, the choir 
pressed on. This time, delivery 
of voices seemed to be aided by 
rejuvenation of whatever it is 
that has 1n the past given the 
chqir its unique quality. Might 
it have been the holy spirit 
traversirtg from body to body? 
tlie above, but also some eptr-
Uural dancing, as well u the 
release of tears and testimon-
ies from both the congregation 
and the members of the choir. 
The choir arrived back .on· 
campus sleepy-eyed and sluggish 
Sunday at 4:00 a,m. pleased wtth 
them.selves fora "job well done.'' 
But on Sunday the choir ar-
rived at The Holiday Inn 1n Phila- ' 
delphia at approximately one 
o'clock a.m. Once again, they 
were sleepy-eyed and sluggish 
when time came to perform at 
Holy Temple. However, it was 
indeed the best delivery given 
to an audience as well as felt 
by the choir members 1n a long 
time. The congregation at Holy 
Temple received the choir warm-
ly, even hotly. Throughout· the 
evening, there was clapping of 
hands, patting of feet, swaying 
of bodies and cries of 'Amen' 
and 'Hallelujah'. And what was 
supposed to have been the choir's 
final number not only generated 
Harding 
, 
(Continued from Page S) 
of the origins of America. 
~ of their stay in New York. 
On Saturday the choir checked 
out of The Royal Manhattan and 
headed to New Jersey to present 
Dr. HardlJ.lg heavily stressed 
the impertance of the study or 
the examination of slavery. How-
ever, panelist Mary Berry, his-
tory proffesseur at Maryland 
University felt that a greater 
priority should be placed upon 
the contemporary aspects of 
Black history, such as the his-
tory of individual Black com-
munities in relationship to their 
position in the large urb.an areas 
o! America. 
, 
.r 
· OfTHEASE 
~ OPENS MARCH 12 M 
~~ "If you have just one show ~ 
·- aENim PiimEws"i"NoPii•TERE: - - - - .- - - - - - - ..., I Mor. 9, Tues .. 8:30 p.m. Workshop• for Careers in the Arts-676-6518 : I 
I Mar. 10, Wed., 7:30 Washington Urban league Inc. - 265-8200 ext. 30 I Mor. 11 , Thurs. 7:30 p.m. St. Stephen's Church-265 .6713 I Mar. 12,· Fri. 7:30 p .m. O.C. Student Nurses Assn. - 338-6245 I , 
I 
No moil orders for above dates, please. • 1 Seo1• available by mail starting Saturday, March 13 thni Sur.day Moy 16. I 
I Any erson under the age ol 17 must Q. accompanied by a parent or guardian. I 
.. - ... -------- -.. ---
MAIL ORDERS NOW - NATIGNAL THEATER BOX OFFICE OPENS EEB. 21st 
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT - ORDER TICKETS NOW TICKETS Will BE MAILED STARTING FEB. 20tll 
r To.;; ;x ;F;; N~ONAL THEATiEn2~ ;;e-;:-N.W. w7sh;.07.907."2;4- - - -. 
I Please send .... .. ................ Tickets at$ .. , .. .. ....... Total .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. I 
I 1st Chaice: Day .................................. Dale ...... : .. .......... Time ............. , . 'I I 2nd Choice: Doy ........................ .' ... . .... O~te ................... Time .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. I 
Name ... . ............. . ... . . .. .......•........... . ... . ....... . .............................. ........ 
I Address ........ .. . . ....... . .. · .. · · ·. · · · · · ·• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · I 
I City . .. ................................ State .. .............. Zip .............. Phone .. .. .... .. ··I EncloH ch•c~ '"money o rd er royoble to lfot;onol Tl-aolrc, 1321 E St1ut, N.W. Wo sh;1>glon. O.C. 20004 
II I All hgt. at 7:30 Mo1t. nt 2:00 l\liCH. 1 ST. BALC ONY UPPER BALCONY· 
I Tuot ., Wed .. Thu••· or I !:.,n. Evy'- ot 7:30 : 9 .1)0 $ 9.00 7.SO S.50 $3.50 , . Fri. a nd Sar. Evg a. cl 7.30 1 C.00 I 0 .0CI &.:iO 6.50 5 .00 I Sot. and Sun. Matt. a t 2:00 7.50 7.50 6 .50 6 .00 • 3 00 I 
THEATRE PARTIES: for groui:>~ c.f 25 or more, kindly call: (202) 628·6664 521 4 '----------------~----~-~ wous 1n11u1 Please enclose stampedH. u. 
STiii PUTS! Self Addressed Envelope 
• 
• 
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Glenda l?ickerson directs cast of " El Hajj Malik" which runs Wednesday through Sunday in Ira Aldridge. 
Robert HaoksA 
Black actor, Robert Hooks can 
best be identified as a talent 
of. many dimensio:ns in the matrix 
of stage, screen, and televis-
ion ••. Hooks, whose popularity 1s 
intimately related to the Negro 
Ensemble Company (NEC) as its 
co-founder, is now committed to 
organizing a Black Repertory 
Theatre in Washington, D.C. 
In a Tuesday HILL TOP inter-
view Hooks declared that~"there 
will never be a total! lack 
theatre until Black people p-
port it". There can be a Bl k 
oriented theatre but B k 
audiences and Black fin 1al 
support ls necessary for a otal 
Black theatre", he emphas ed. 
This idea of Black control is 
responsible for bringing the ac-
complished actor, producer-di-
rector back to the scenes of 
. his early childhood. Hooks feels 
that the over .75% Black popula-
tion of the District makes it 
ideal and timely for h!.s crea-
tive venture. He explained that 
he is not involved in setting 
up an isolated "community" 
theatre but is co:i.~ern with the 
larger concept of a Black thea-
tre with national and interna-
tional implications. "We have to 
move beyond one com1nunlty", he 
affirmed. 
The D.C. Black Repertory 
Company is to be more than 
simply "theatre" but an ongoing 
process. It will be an institu-
tion that will bring all facets 
of Black Art into a training 
and development facility for the 
Black artist. It's major goal ls to 
develop a professional theatre 
company by tapping the now "un-
recognized" talent in the D. c. 
community, In addition, Hooks 
Black actor_ raps 
By Stan Ferdinand 
plans to establish workshops in 
all areas of theatre craft and an 
actors tralning program. These 
workshops will be opened free of 
charge to un-trained young Black 
talent and budding professionals, 
To emphasize the importance 
of this commitment, the D. C. 
Black Reportory Co. revo!ves 
on the fact that, "Washington 
possesses a reservoir of young 
Blacks with potential to enter into 
the arts, properly trained and 
guided." 
"Consequently it accepts "the 
responsibility to reach out to find 
and. train such young people, so 
that they are able to go into the 
world and community as commit-
ted and functioning individuals.'' 
Furthermore, Hooks who is its 
founder and executive director 
envis ions a dual purpose of 
"responsiveness to the Black 
community and the one other of 
enlightenment to the white com-
munity." 
Responding to the question of 
now the D. C. Black community 
will be made aware of his com-
pany, Hooks outlined the 
dynamics of the "The at re's" 
commwiications division. This 
vital dlvision, headed by WOL's 
present director of public af-
fairs, Dewey Hughes, will be re-
sponsible for establishing a rap-
port with the larger commun-
ity, as well as, liason with social, 
civic and religious organizations. 
Conceptually The D.C. Black 
Repertory Company evolved from 
Hooks' four years experlen·::e as 
executive director of New York's 
famed NEC (Negro Ensemble 
Company). The NEC which has 
become a symbol of inspiration 
and success for ma.1y Blackper-
formers and Black technicians 
in the theatre lS often criticized 
for its "Negro.;.ness". Hooks re-
futes this as pure rhetorical fUnk 
and states that he will accept 
future criticism 1f it ls con-
structive hut will challenge all 
others to produce or shove it ••. 
He asserts that in order to 
have a success fu 1 revolution 
Black people have got to be 
educated and there ls room 
tor many innovative ideas. He 
emphasized that it was not neces-
sary for everyone to join LeRoi 
Jones' Spirit House in order to 
make a Black contribution. In 
this respect, he says his ef-
fortstill be geared towards the 
work class Black people and 
not ~ellectuals hung-up on 
ultra- militancy. Hooks, wh0se 
theatre career begun in the : 1959 
Broadway prod'.lctlon of Lorraine 
Hansberry's classical 'A Raisin 
in the Sun', identifies himself 
as having paid his dues. He 
brings to this latest ~ffort a 
broad experience in the theatre. 
In addition to his founding ef-
forts of NEC, he has organized 
many "com1nunity" theatres in 
New York that have become work-
shops for producing young Black 
talent He wishes to establish 
that The D. C. Black Repertory 
Company ls no "pipe-dream" or 
"fantasy" and that simlllar ef-
forts will be undertaken in other 
large cities notably Atlanta, Los 
A.1ge~es, and Chi~ago, 
Facing the important but con-
troversial • prospect of financial 
resources, he feels that it will 
take about three years to be-
come independently B 1 a ck. 
Georgetown foruni includes Black histor.y scholars 
Four members of Howard's 
faculty are am;.ing the nine 
speakers scheduled to appear 
during a month- long symposium 
on African history and culture 
at Georgetown University. 
Initiated Wednesday night by 
the Black Student Alliance, the 
symposium will feature Dr. Cable 
Akinyele, a lectu~er in the Eco-
nomics D9part .n~; Dr. Child 
Onwuachi, head o the African 
Studies Department; Dr. Olive 
Taylor, History DepartmE>.nt pro-
fessor; and Mr. Kojo Balden, 
curator of the African Music 
Gallery in the School o~ Fin~ 
Arts. Another notable speaker 
will be educator-hlsto:-lan Dr. 
C.L. R. James, of Federal City 
College. 
According to Diane Watson, 
symposium <:•)Ordinator, the pri-
mary purpose of the program fs 
to introduce students at George-
town to African history a:1d cul-
ture. Another Major purpose is 
to improve com m;:nication be-
tween Black students at the Uni-
versity and the D.C. Commwi-
ity, and to encourage area Blacks 
to use the social and political 
services attheGeorgetown. "Our 
ultimate goal," she said, "ls to 
have the symposium topics insti-
tuted as courses in the University 
curriculum." 
Miss Watson urges Howard 
students to attend the symposium, 
saying, "Its success will largely 
determine the speed with which 
the courses will be instituted.'.' 
Below is a schedule of sym-
posium .speakers and their topics: 
• Session II: African Economic 
Programs and P.i:'o~lem~~, Dr. 
Akinyele, March 10, Palm;; 
Lounge. 7:30 pm 
Session ill Pan A!ricanlsm, Ho-
ward U. Dr. C. L. R. Jamt'!s-
Federal City, March 11, New 
South Faculty Lounge, 8:30 pm 
Session IV: African Literature, 
Dr. Donald Herdeck-George-
tow!1, Mr. RuwaChlri- Chicago, 
Ill. M:trch 17, Hall of Na-
tions. 7 pm 
Sessio~1 V: African \Vorld De-
velopment and Policies. Dr, 
P. c. Oi1wuachi-Howard, March 
18, 208 White Gravenor, 7:30 
pm 
Session VI: Survey of African 
History: Prof. Olive Taylor-
Howard, March 24, Hall of 
Nations, 7 pm 
Session VII: Africa in Interna-
tional Affairs: Mr. Frank Gal-
lino and Mr. Peter. Walker 
M:irch Z?, Hall of Nations, 
7:30 pm . 
Session IX: Mod~rn African So-
Session Vill: African Art and 
Music: M.r. Kojo Baidan-Con-
tact Africa, March 26, Hall 
o! Nations, 9 pm 
Session IX: Modern African So-
ciety: Mr. Fred Hayford-Em-
bassy of Ghans, Culture! A, 
March 31, New South Faculty 
Lounge, 7 pm 
• 
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Life of. Malcolm to be 
, 
portrayed by HU actors 
by Henry C. Anderson 
What can be said about a dead 
man? About a man who craddled 
an ideology that Jarred the 60's 
like an efferrescent volcano. Who 
after dying a poor man still 
lives. What can be sald about 
Malcolm X. NOTHING! Nothing 
more than is said in "El Hajj 
Malik" an biographical play by 
N. P. Davidson about Malcolm's 
life and teachings. 
Next week Ira Aldridge Thea-
tre will once again become the 
meeting place, for a new kinrt 
of Black Experience. 
Unlike "Black Terror" a play 
dealing with diversified revolu-
tionary concepts presented there 
several weeks ago, "El Hajj" 
does not contrive to present any 
innovations in ideology but in-
stead gives us a look into M~.1-
colm 's kaleidoscope from birth 
to death. 
It !s a strange play as written 
and directed. !<'or example there 
are no fixed characters. Every-
one ls everyone. 
Ed, "Kuumha" Flemming-AC-
TOR ONE Mn.1-colm man Mr. 
X man Reach out and touch this 
land. 
Cast- ALL M:tl-colm Mal-
com 
Ben Epps- ACTOR TEN Mr. 
X man. We touch your hand. 
And filter out this bitter sand. 
Clinton Davis- ACTOR TWv 
Preach it man. And preach it 
grand. And scourge lt with your 
burning hand. Touch us with your 
Therefore, until that time he will 
accept mtr:iey from where it's 
available. This he claims means 
white fo1ndations but not ·white 
Gontrol. Adamantly, adding that, 
" I have always been my own 
man in the theatre. I have never 
had any white man lookin6 over 
my shoulder". His im1nedlate 
prob:em ls finding a physical 
site centrally attractive to all 
areas of the D. c. community. 
After he accomplishes this his 
production schedule will go in 
to ::>peration. The 'Company' 
plans to ~gin its inaugural sea-
son with Lonnie Elder ill's 
"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men", 
a realistic dram-a about Black 
life in Harlem, U.S. A. His idea 
finger-fan. And tell us where 
to make our stand. 
Cast- ALL Mal-colm Mal-colm 
M:tl-colm 
Charlen Harris-ACTOR FIVE 
(screeming) MALCOLM! 
Oooooooh there is death by 
murder, moans and groans of 
anguish blossom into hope. 
Schools, detention homes, and 
jails. Pimping and whoring and 
stealing to live. "Dancing and 
prancing and jumping for joy' '. 
Dope and m.ore dope pushing it 
where he could, W~dte women 
throwing there twats in his face. 
War ·and Islam, hope and sad-
ness, death by murder sur-
mounted by HOPE; the play. 
"EL Hajj Malik" is directed 
by Glenda Dickerson in the same 
capacity that she directed her 
successful brainchild "Un-
finished Song'' a year ago. She 
ls a director who deals in un-
ususal rut effective effects. 
St. Clair Christmas and Eric 
Huges designed one helluva set. 
Looking at .it onu would not help, 
coming to the conclusion that 
both designers were peavy 
when they preceived the idea 
and put it .on paper. , 
El Hajj Malik ls Malcolm X 
and should be a monster o! a 
play where those brothers and 
sisters who knew him and those 
who know him through books 
and those of us who quote him 
with out having read him can 
see this legend live again and 
learn what he had learned, 
It starts Wednesday, March 
10-14. Tickets at Ira Aldridge. 
is to do five ·productions each 
season. And he would like to 
close the firs~ season with 
" Kongl is Harvest" , a significant 
musical written by Nigerian play-
wright W1Jle Soyinka. In l>atw·~en 
he will produce Jean Genet's 
"The Blacks" "'and two others 
to be selected. 
Hooks feel that in order to 
cr eate a ra:lllstlc Black thea-
tre concept the 'Company' wIJ 
not restrict itself to a particu-
lar genre. Ha feals that the 
impact of the theatre wlll be 
recognized 1f the B~.ack exper-
ience is projected as it is lived, 
"be it angry or mUd, serious 
or funny, with or without 
music" .•. 
R ' 'l'JERT HOOKS 
--. . - . ----------~ - • • I I • :: 
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' BY MILLARD ARNOLD 
Sometime late on the night of 
March 8, the world, which has had 
to tolerate two heavywe.lgbts 
calling themselves champions, 
will breathe a sigh of relief. 
It will be all over. Either Muh-
ammad Ali or Joe Frazier will 
hold the title. 
In what ls being billed as 
simply ; the "Fight," Ali and 
Frazier , both undefeated and 
both smacking each other to the 
tune of 2. 5 million, will decide 
the issue before the largest aud-
ience td ever watch a title fight. 
It has been called a classic. 
The boxer vs. the slugger. Ali 
the Magnificent vs. Frazier the 
Terrible. A!i, who calls himself 
the fastest heavyweight the cllvl-
sions has ever seen, (and he's 
probably rlght) has always relied 
on his speed of hand and foot to 
win in the past. 
Frazier knows but one way to 
tight. Ha snorts in, head rocking, 
from i;ide to side, shoulders 
swaying, looking for that one 
opportunity to ~brow 1l1s deadly 
left hook. When he does, he uS'.i-
ally talces his opponent out. Fra-
zier is the all-timi: 'tmo-~kout 
champion, p'Jtting away 23 of the 
26 m e.n that ~ in front his left 
hook • 
It all shapes up as tw:> ques-
tion? 11 How long can Ali stay away 
from Frazier and can Sm<.iky 
Joe put the left hook along 
side Ali's head, somi:thing no 
one else has ever done?" 
Frazier has been quoted in 
Sports Illustrated as saying that 
Ali figures to run for slx, seven 
or eight rounds and then stick 
around and do what he wants 
to do after that. 
"He don't know,'' Frazier said, 
"that the ring ain't square like 
he thinlts. It's round and it ain't 
very big. Clay can run if he 
?.'ants to, b:it there• s a difference 
when you run 'cause yo:J want to 
and running cause you have to. 
C!ay'll be throwing that jab, 
but he's going to be surprised 
to see I'm still there. Then 
I'll start smoking and he'll have 
to run. Nobody can run five or 
six rounds with somebody all over 
them. Clay will find that out." 
For his part, All has been 
.do1nJ his usually mUe-a-minute 
com111ent~ry, b:.it he has been 
carefUl not to say how he's plan-
ning to fight. . 
Ali promises to be his heaviest 
when he steps into the ring against 
Frazier. Somt1where in ~he nelgh-
borhood ot 220, m1.•re likely 128. 
That, along with hls style of 
' fighting against Bonavena and 
bits of conversauo~1s coming out 
of Miami where Ali is training, 
gives some insight to bis plans. 
Ali is now stronger and more 
powerful than he has ever been. 
He wol11t be on his toes a.gainst 
Frazier. He won't be "floating 
like a butterfly, stinging like a 
bee.'' Ali will be down on his 
feet, circling Frazier, smother-
ing Frazier's attack with his 
body, forcing the smaller man 
(Frazier should be about 205 
on a 5-foot-11 frame. Ali is 
6-3 1/2) to wrestle his way 
clear. 
The tight will be dangerous. 
Frazier says that Quarry tried 
to fight that way against hlm and 
was rewarded with a seventh 
ro:ind knockout. F razler said that 
Ellis tried to tight that way 
against him and was rewarded 
with a fourth rowid knockout. 
And Frazier is right. 
Everyo:ie who has fought Fra-
zier's style has been destroyed 
by him. Bo~ Foster, the light-
heavy. champ!® was the last to 
try, and Frazier left him stretch 
out, eyes glazed midway the sec-
ond rowid to their 15 rounder in 
Detroit's Cobo Hall. ' 
But Ali is stronger and faster 
than any of those Frazier has 
tried in the past. And he can 
punch. Btavena, who had never 
been kno ked off his feet in his 
career, as knocked out by Ali 
in the 15th round. 
So it comes down to a test 
of Ali's speed, strength and re-
flexes against the single- minded 
destruction purpose of Frazier. 
The tight will not last long,· 
Ali by a knockout in the third, 
If it goes longer, Frazier by a 
knockout in the fourth. A.1d it it 
goes the distance, All to win by 
a decision. 
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CAPT~lN Fra~ Spells hits a free throw in the Bison's 107-68 victory over the University of Puerto Rico in 
expansive Madison Square Garden. It gave Howard 20 victories for the season, more than any team in the 
area. Great Brittian Photo 
. 
Howard bows to Shaw, 88-84 
in CIAA tourney opener 
For one, tense pulsating mo-
ment, Howard's entire season 
and its chances of advancing . to 
the semifinals of the Central In-
tercollegiate Atheltic Associa-
tion championship tournam(:o:it 
hung delicately in the air, as 
the referee tossed the ball up 
between the Bison's Bob Lewis 
adn Shaw's Ray Haskins. 
But whatever dreams Howard 
may have had, they w~re rudely 
jolted as the 5-toot-10 Haskins 
the smallest man on the court, 
outjumped 6-4 Lewis and pre-
served the Bears• 85-84 lead with 
36 seconds to play. Howard never 
got another chances, falling 88- 84 
to 3haw 1n the opening game of 
the tournam~nt; i The Bison, who led almost 
all of the second halt after trail-
ing hy two at intermission, came 
two within 3:47 seconds of vic-
tory, but it was not to be. The 
Bears• held Howard scoreless 
from that point on, while reeling 
of! 10 straight points of their 
own, overcoming a five point 
27 AGE 29 
205 WEIGHT 214 
HEIGHT 
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73~inA 80in . 
CHEST NORMAL 
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15 in. 
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w·AIST 
34 in. 
BICEPS 
15 in. 
THIGH 
2 S.i n . 
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17 • In . 
FIST 
13 • 1n . 
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Bison lead. 
The Biso!l qutckly worked the 
ball down court, and tried looking 
tor Lewis at the hlgh post to talce -
the last shot. However, Frank 
Spell's pass in to Lewis was low, 
Haskings got a hand on the 
ball and the rferee called a jump. 
To ~he utter amazment of al-
most everyone, Haskins cont-
rolled the_ . tap, immediately 
got the ball back, and then rifled 
underneath to Jaclde Smith who 
was fouled by Spells with 6 sec-
onds remaining. Smith hit one to 
the two free throws, but it 
didn~t really matter, Howardwas 
beaten. 
The Bears' even stole the in-
bou:lds pass feeding Smith who 
scored at the buzzer, but no one . 
from Howard .;;aw the play, as 
many of the players, with h.an1s 
to their faces walked dejectedly 
off the court. 
Bison coach Marshall Emery 
said after the game that the 
B~ar's pressure defense hurt Ho-
ward's _specially in the lastthree 
_,.; 
• 
... 
minutes of play. 
Indeed it did, as the Bison 
nulll:ned a tremendous second 
halt shooting pertormo.1ce (62 
per cent) with 13 turnovers, six 
of whlch came in the last two 
and halt minutes. Howard finished 
• with 23 turnovers tor the game. 
The pressure affected the Bis-
on in other ways as well. With 
the score tied 84-84 and a 1:28 
remaining, Haskins went into a 
one man stall for almost a min-
ute, dribbling back and forth on 
the time line until Warren Hol-
lins fouled him with 42 seconds 
on the clock. 
"I don't know what was wrong 
with our kids," Emery said·after 
the game. "lcertainlydidn'twant 
them to foul Haskins. with the 
score tied, the pressure 1s on 
them to make a basket. If they 
shoot and miss it goes into over-
tim<:." 
But it didn't work that way. 
as Howard loot lts seventh game 
. of the season against 19 victor-
ies. 
Students 
pick ~li 
to • win 
Howard students voted over-
whelmingly in favor of Muham-
mad All in a poll conducted in 
Baldwin Cafeteria on Wednes-
day. To the tune of a ntne to 
one ration, Ali was chosen by 
the students to defeat Joe Frazier 
Monday evening in their world 
heavyweight title match in Madi-
son Square Garden. 
In all, 143 people felt that Ali 
would win, while o~ly 15 voted in 
Frazier's faver. There were 14 
"I don't 'know" votes, two tor 
the referees, one tor the Mafia 
and one for Frankenstein. 
Some went so far as to pick 
the round Ali would win in, with 
the fifth being the most popular. 
Those for Frazier felt his plod-
ding style, his relentless attack, 
would overcome the flashy Ali. 
Regardless of the way Howard 
students feel, L~ Vegas has in-
stalled Frazier as a 7-5 choice 
to defeat All. 
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CIAA to1:1rnament:livelY times .and good basket.ball 
. . 
"Hey, man, why don't you give 
me a taste of what's in the bot-
tle? "His friend happily com-
piled. Over in a corner a slickly 
dressed young man, outfitted in 
a maroon velvet jumpsuit with 
belled sleeves and wide-brimmed 
matching black and maroon hat, 
was monpolizing an event slicker 
conversation with an attractive 
young lady who didn't seem to 
mlnd at all. 
Elsewhere, three men busily 
exchanged a list of the known 
parties that soon would dominate J 
the night llte. F raternity pledges · 
marched past in sullen silence. I 
Two old-timers, thenameoftheir 
university pinned proudly o.n their 
lapels, were slapping each other 
oo the back and t elling tales about 
things they can no longer do. 
In 4tie midst of this activlty-
and the reason more than 30,000 
·persons invaded Greensboro this. 
weekend - Norfolk State's Pete 
Mitchell, a reserve guard who 
couldn't even get his name in 
the game program, was tossing 
up· a jump shot at the buzzer 
to give the top ranked Spartans 
an 83-82 victory over North 
Carolina Central. 
This was the Central Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association 
basketball tournament. To many 
blacks, 1t ls the single most 
important social-athletic events 
on the East Coast. 
Preparations to attend often 
dictate persons lives. Plans are 
sometimes made a year in ad-
vance. 
''Last year I broke my en-
gagement to come," one woman 
said. ''We were supposed to get 
m.arri~ on Feb. 26, but I found 
out that it was the same day as 
t~e tournament. My tiance didn't 
want to change dates, and I didn't 
~ant to miss the tournament, 
so we broke up." 
Another man claimed the tour-
nament was the cause of his di-
vorce, saying that his wlte ac-
cused him of loving the CIAA 
more than her. 
"l told her that wasn't true," 
he said. "I told her I could see 
her anytime, but the tournament 
ls only three days a year." 
Part of the success of the CIAA 
tournament lies in the fact that · 
it's such a bargain. Fans get 
to see some of the best small 
college basketball in the nation, 
while taking in one of the big-
gest soclal events of the year." 
"I've been coming for 28 
years." one man said on the 
filght down from Washington. 
"I've been in basketball so long 
that Jimmy Naismith and I put 
the strings in the peach basket. 
You know why I come? Because 
everybody and anybody ls Hable 
to be here. This ls a homecoming 
for black people no matter what 
school they went to." 
Another reason the CIAA has 
flourished has been the healthy 
atmosphere of Greensboro. A city 
of 140,000, Greensboro actively 
supports professional hockey and 
basketball teams, ls the home of 
golf's Greater Greensboro Open, 
ls the site of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference basketball tourna-
ment and this year hosted the 
American Basketball Associa-
tion All-Star game. 
"Of course, the CIAA has an. 
important economic impact on the 
community," a ChamberofCom-
merce spokesman said. "But the 
more important impact has been a 
greater black vlsibiUty and 
th.erefore a much stronger black 
social and cultural awareness 
oo the part of the community 
as a whole." 
But for those who come, the 
long range racial impllcations 
mean little. For them, it' s the 
best of two worlds. Down on the 
court, the CIAA brand of basket-
ball-- the kind that prcx!Uced 
-Earl Monroe, Sam Jones and Bob-
by Dandridge - has 21 pro scouts 
acutely interested. 
In the stands, the best that 
can be said ls that it is a con-
trolled part}_'. 
On court level, behind one of 
the baskets, someone had smugg-
led in a trombone and was wall-
ling to the foot-stomping, hand-
clapping, support of his audience. 
Some of the more enthusiastic 
were dancing in the aisles, while 
the remainder were content to sit 
and ~iscreetly keep time with 
their bodies. 
CIAA publicity officials en-
dorse this facet of the tourna-
ment. It's brochure bears the 
inscription: "Come and have a 
party.• • 
-
• 
The CIAA: 
" ... the brand of basketball 
that produced Earl Monroe 
II 
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Virginia lllakes determined b·id to have CIAA 
• 
N·orfolk basketball tournalllent relocated • Ill 
Rodger Proud: 
The State of Virginia, with 
the full blessings of Gov. Lin-
wood Holton, ls making a de-
termined bid to have next year's 
Central Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association's basketball tourna-
ment relocated in Norfolk. 
" ... Virginia has no mu/or 
Rodger Provo, special assist1 
ant to Gov. Holton, and Ernie 
Fields, the state's first black 
Selective Service director, met 
with CIAA officials early Satur-
day morning, to discuss the pos-
sible change. 
tournament'' of the 
magnitude of the CIAA ... " The CIAA tournament, which 
annually · draws over 30,000 fans 
grosses Greensboro, N.c., over 
$400,000 for the three-day event. 
The tournament, although 26 
years old, has been in the North 
• 
. 
TEST PREPARATION 
< BOOKS~ 
• WHEN there 's so much • Dental Aptitude Test 
riding on the results, go 
• Grad. Business into that exam in complete 
control. Plan ahead with the School Admission 
only study guides that ac· • law School Admission* 
curately simulate the test 
• Medical Collefe you' ll soon face - in both 
format and level of diffi · Admission** 
culty. No clutter. No frills. 
• Miller Anallfies Test Just the facts you need to 
• pass. Confidence gives a • G.R.E. Aptitude l est big edge. 
• NTE C1m111n Eu111 
Insist on Quality 
Insist on Cowles • Re1.1Grad. Nursi111 Schoel Admission 
8'12"x l l "•Paper • *$4.95 * *$4.45, all others $3.95 each 
See these and many others at 
your local bookstore 
COWLES BOOK COMPANY, INC. 
I . , TIRES 
Wholesale to Students at our Warehouse 
Universal Tire I 563 Southlawn Lane 
Rockville, Md 
424-4770 
• 10732 Hanna At. 
Beltsvil le, Md .. 
474-4000 
4802 Stamp Rd. 
Marlow Heights, Md. 
894·5100 ' 
I ' 
4202 Wheeler Ave. 
Alexandria, Va. 
370-5870 
I. 
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Carolina city for the past nine 
years. 
According to Pr~vo, with the 
breakup of the current 18-team 
CIAA, more than half of the re-
maining 11 teams that stay in the 
conference will be from Virglnia. 
Howard, and six other schools 
will drop out of ~e CIAA in July 
to form the Mid-~astern Athletic 
Conference. The new conference 
has tentative plans to hold its 
championship tournament in 
Batimore's Civic Center. 
Provo states that if the CIAA 
tournament is switched to Nor-
folk, the 12,000-seat Norfolk 
Scope Coliseum would be avail-
able. The Scope seats 4,000 less 
A. 
D. 
G. 
' 
tans than does the Greensboro 
Coliseum, the present site. 
"Our selling points," Provo 
said, "are that, one, Virglnia 
has no major tournament of the 
magnitude of the CIAA and two, 
Virginia ls making important 
strides in race relations, and 
the tournament would more than 
. point this up. 
"Another thing in our favor 
ls the obvious tourist attractions 
in the Eastern Virginia area, 
where we would consider reloca-
ting. There's Williamsburg, 
• Hapton Roads and Richmond for 
fans to visit while attending the 
tournament. 
"Then, too, Virginia has the 
UqJ•)".' by the drink law while 
B. 
E. 
H. 
10% Discount for Howard Students. 
-···----Convenient Budget Terms. -
JEWELERS 
938 F ST. N. W. 
~VE 8-6525 
Jewelers Since 1932 
North Carolina still brown bags. 
This to us offers fans a more 
sophisticated approach to en-
tertainment during the three days 
of the tournament." 
Provo stated that Gov. Holton 
was well aware that the bid 
was made, "and in fact, in re-
presented his over-all admini-
strative outlook to the betterment 
of Virginia." 
Although no action was taken 
by the CIAA officials, Provo said 
that they expressed warm enthu-
siasm for the idea • . Provo also 
said that a m eetirig would be held 
in late March between CIAA of-
ficials and members of Gov. 
Holton's staff to discuss in detail 
formal plans to make the change. 
c. 
F. 
I. 
A. 99.50 
B. 12.5.00 
c. 150.00 
D. 175.00 
E. 200.00 
F. 225.00 
G. 225.00 
H. 150.LJU 
I. 300.00 
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Si~ Linda SX. F.A. , Soph. 
" It 's the Answer." 
I 
Tress Copeland, L.A., Jr. 
"They are one of the most 
together Black groups around 
today as far as unity and active 
work is concerned." 
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- What do yo·u th ink of the I lack Musli ins? 
By Richard Douglas 
f. . 
' 
Roy Allen, L.A., Senior 
''They are . the most disciplined. 
and earnest of all Black groups. 
Discipline and sincerity are the 
most vital necessities for Black 
> 
C. Rich, Engineering, Sr. 
''The Nation of Islam is growing 
every day . Soon it will be big 
enough to maintain all the needs 
of black people , throughout the 
world . Right on." 
i People's survival today." 
• 
Richard Pusey, L.A., Jr. 
" I think they are the most 
together group amongst Black . 
People as far as I can see; 
however, I don't agree with all 
their policies." 
Sonia Pegues, L.A. , Jr. 
"I don't agree with all their 
ideas, but they are the 1nost 
.,. productive group a round 
today." 
Charlette Johnson, L.A., Jr. 
" oasically the ideas of the Black 
Mu slin1s, especially Jhat of 
self-sufficiency. are good." 
, 
Samuel Carnegie.Engineering, 
Sr. 
"Any organization that stresses 
Black respect and development 
and that produced "king" 
Malcom must have something on 
the ball." 
Maudine Cooper, Law School 
' 'The Muslims have played a very 
important role in the Black 
Wo rld . They have bee n 
instrumental in bringing about 
Bla ck Pr i de and Bl ack 
" Awareness. • 1 
\ 
